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AMS011: Christmas
sales encouraging

By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
AP Science Wile(
WASHINGTON (AP/ -People in sunny, outdoorsy
states — Louisiana, Hawaii,
Florida — say they're the happiest
Americans.
and
researchers think they know
why.
A new study comparing selfdescribed pleasant feelings with
objective measures of good living found these folks generally
have reason to feel fine.
The places where people are
most likely to report happiness
also tend to rate high on studies
companng things like climate,
crime rates, air quality and
schools.
The happiness ratings were
based on a suney of 1.3 million
people across the country by the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. It used data collected over four years that included
a question asking people how
satisfied tney are with their
lives.
Economists
Andrew
1.
Oswald of the University of
Warwick in England and
Stephen Wu of Hamilton
College in Clinton, N.Y., compared the happiness ranking
with studies that rated states on
a variety of criteria ranging
from availability 414.4astsfic-tarid
to oyiiiiiiutiag Onte to local
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Turns out,
sunshine states
really are the
happiest places
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Need Line
to distribute
turkeys for
Christmas

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
ocal businesses are doing well this
Christmas shopping season, according to Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Executive
Director Lance Allison.
Allison said he trusts Chamber members
to always tell it like it is and he said none
of them have said anything negative to
hint about this year's sales. He said that
when he has asked them directly, he has
also heard very positive things. One business owner told him their sales were up 3
percent over last year so far, which he said
is a very big.deal for that particular business. In addition the Chamber has sold
about S40,000 in Chamber Checks, which
funnel money directly to local businesses.
"I don't know that we're having a

'knock it out of the park'
year, but I've been getting good feedback from
members and I'm pleased
with the sales of the
Chamber Checks," he
said
Allison said that this
time last year, many were
nervous about holiday
sales because of the Allison
uncertain
economic
future. As it turned out,
most Chamber members were pleasantly
surprised by how things went and many
told him they were happy to not lose any
business. Based on what he's heard so far.
most businesses are either seeing sales on
par with last year or up slightly, he said,
He said the success also seems to be

across the board.
"We've seen good results in mom-andpop establishments, restaurants and
(retail) chains," he said.
Allison said Chamber Checks are a good
way to boost the local economy by
encouraging shopping in Murray and
Calloway County_ He said the Chamber
sells them at face value and they work the
same way as a personal check. He said
they are more convenient than traditional
gift cards because the recipient can choose
to use them at any of qv!, 6.80 raarnta_nbusinesses instead of just one. Although
the program does cost the Chamber money
to run because of the costs of banking fees
and producing the checks, Allison said he
doesn't view it as a loss becatse the
money gcyes right back to their members,
which is the purpose in the first place.

Staff Rapport
Thanks to a donation from
C.A. Jones Management
Group, 1,000 frozen turkeys
will be offered in addition to
the Need Line food baskets
Saturday.
Ionia Casey, executive
director of Need Line, said
the turkeys will be distributed concurrently with the
annual food basket prognun
on Saturday, Dec. 19. While
food ba.skets are being distributed at the Need Line
building, the frozen turkeys
wiii be avaiiante at ttie
Murray Kroger store on
Highway 641 North. Hours
for the distribution will be
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and

•See Page 2
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Daily Fonwast
By Ilse Associatrui Naas
Friday...Partly sunny. Highs
in the mid 40s.
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of light
rain and light snow. Lows in the
iower 30s
cloudy
Saturday...Mostly
with a 30 percent chance of light
rain or light snow Highs in the
upper 30s.
night...Mostly
Saturday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of light snow. Lows in the upper
20s.
Sunday...Partly sunny. Highs
in the mid 30s.
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Hicks reports house fire in county a total loss
Staff Report
A northem Calloway County family
lost their home Thursday in a house fire.
C'alloway County Fire and Rescue

Chief Earl Hicks said firefighters
responded to the house fire 144 Seth
Lane near Coles Campground Road at
approximately 6:30 p.m. He said the
home was a total loss, and a woman

lived there vs dh her daughter and grandchild. No injunes werer reported.
Eight trucks and 26 firefighters were at
the scene, he said.

Lads mixing with Afghan people

INDEX
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KYSER LOUGH/Lodger a Times
Canoway County Fire and Rescue Chief Earl Hietts reported this house fire on Thursday everting.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
ne of Air Force Maj.
John Loftis' favorite
1411111r things to do while on
Qalat, Afghanistan, is
duty
to use his knowledge of the
local language to mix with the
people and help them understand America's mission in
their war-tom nation.
Loftis, a Calloway County
native and an 1986 graduate of

n

CCHS. can speak Pashto; one
of Afghanistan's leading languages. He even ha.s a Pashto
name,"Esan," which in Arabic
means "the quality of being
generous." Loftis is deployed
to Forward Operating Base
Smart, a small military compound located in the city where
he is public information officer
for a provincial reconstruction
team.
am the first Pashto-speaking military officer to join a

PRT and one of the very few in
the military overall,'' Loftis
told the Murray Ledger &
Times via an e-mail interview
from Afghanistan. "I communicate in Pashto with people
frorn all walks of Afghan life,
ranging from the provincial
governor to the Afghan security guards on our post.Hosvever his favorite activity
is foot patrols along the streets
of Qalat
"I get to meet lots of people,
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especially kids, and explain
our mission to them.- he
added."The language makes it
a lot easier to build trust. I also
get to find out what they are
thinking about us by asking
them questions. The adults are
a little reserved, but the kids
don't hold back.''
Loftis learned Pashto in
2007 after being selected to
become a regional affairs

II See Page 2

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Fortner state wildlife biologist
and county GOP leader Vemon
Anderson has filed to run for
magistrate in Calloway's third
magisterial district.
If successful
in the May
Primary,
Anderson will
against
run
Third District
Magistrate
C.
Bobby
Stubblefield, a
Democrat, in
the November Andorson
General
Election.
So far, Anderson is the only
candidate to file to challenge an
incumbent magistrate.
A graduate of Calloway
County High School and
University,
State
Murray
Anderson served 30 years as a
wildlife biologist for the
Kentucky Department of Fish
Resources.
Wildlife
and
Following retirement, Anderson
said he supervised management
and development of much of the
departments land in western
Kentucky. He currently serves
as a member of the Land
Between the Lakes Advisory
board and has nvestments
:
various county businesses.
Anderson, a Quail Creek
Drive resident. is also the for;
mer chairman of the Calloway
County Republican Party.
Stubblefield has filed for re:
election as has First District
Magistrate &idle Clyde Hale.
Second District Magistrate
Connie Morgan and Fourth
District Magistrate Johnny
Gingles; all of whom are currently running unopposed.
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•Loftis...

Wrap-up bill clears Senate hurdle

From Front

U.S. Air Force photo
Air Force Major John Lofts. a Calloway County High SChool
graduate, interacts with children dunng a recent visit to an
Afghan village. Loftis uses his unique fiuency in the Afghan
language, Pashto. to develop close connections with members of the local communities.

I Turkeys...
From Front
Need Line volunteers will be on
site to hand out the frozen
turkeys to those with certificates.
"It's a blessing to us to help
other people and we are happy
to give back to the community
and be involved with Need
Line," said Sarah Jones. presi-"
▪ dent of C.A. Jones Management
• Group.
For rrtore information on the
• distribution, contact Murray
-,::.Need Line at 753-6333.

SHOP
MURRAY
FIRST FOR
ALL YOUR
HOLIDAY
NEEDS

Teens arrested in
historic home fire
SMITHLAND, Ky. (AP) Kentucky State Police have
arrested two juveniles charged
with arson in a blaze that
destroyed a 200-year-old home
in western Kentucky.
The tire burned the historic
Massey House in Livingston
County on Dec. I . The log
cabin home was vacant and had
no working electricity.
Police on Thursday charged
a I 5-year-old with seconddegree arson, second-degree
burglary and first-degree criminal mischief in the fire. A 16year-old has been charged with
complicity to second-degree
arson, complicity to seconddegree burglary and complicity
to first-degree criminai mischief. State police say both
juveniles live in Livingston
County and were lodged in a
juvenile jail in McCracken
County.
It was reported that the
home was one of the oldest log
cabin homes in western
Kentucky.

strategIst for the USAF: a secondary career field with a development program that includes
formal cultural education and
training. He says a PRT helps
Afghanis with projects such as
building schools, wells, roads,
clinics. learning proper nutrition
and other comMunity needs.
"It's important to note that we
don't do the work for them, but
we work in partnership with the
government to build local
capacity."
A PRT is a "hybrid reconstruction-combat unit" engaged in
countennsurgency warfare with a
goal to separate the population
from the insurgency and cormect
them with their government.
Although it would seem that the
unit would not be securityfocused. Loftis said unit soldiers
don't hesitate to defend themselves when attacked.
" So we're really a hybrid urtit
of more than 90 Air Force, Army,
U.S. government civilians and
contractors with both development and secunty aspects to our
mission," he said."As for me personally it was the best place for
me to apply my language and
regional knowledge. as well as
my prior Peace Corps experience."
After graduating from CCHS.
Loftis
attended
Vanderbilt
University where he graduated in
1990. He and his wife joined the
Peace Corp where they served
two years and the couple now
have two daughters. While living
in Calloway County, Loftis went
by the first name "Darin" but was
labeled "J.D." after he joined the
Air Force. He earned an officer's
commission in 1996.
In 2006, Loftis was selected as
regional affairs strategist. an Air
Force program that develops specialist in targeted subject matters
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Dr. Susan Harley
The Physicians ond Skiff of Primary Core Medical Center ore proud to announce
r)dah011 of Dr. Susan Heffiey to the prochce She is a Family Practitioner
ond will
begin seeing patients in our office at the comer of 12th Street ond Glendale Rood on
January 4,2010

indigenous to cultures around the
world. Loins' specialty is South
Asia including Afghanistan.
Pakistan. and India. He graduated
with honors from
Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey'.
Calif.. earning a master's degree
in national secunty affairs as well
as learning Pashto at the school's
Defense Language Institute.
As part of his duties, Loftis
mentors provincial government
officials in getting infonnation to
the Afghan people.
"When there is good news such
as school opening or a successful
military operation, it's important
for the governor or other officials
to be on the radio a.s soon as possible. letting the population
know," he said. "In a province
where literacy is estimated at I I
percent, getting the message out
to the people presents quite a
challenge. Getting the word out
on the radio is the most effective
means of infonning the citizens."
On occasion, Loins finds that
insurgents have been spreading
false information in the area.
"I'm able to counter that by setting the record straight." he said.
"Sometimes our patrols cause
traffic delays which upset the
motorists in the city. but when I
explain to them in Pashto that we
have to cause a delay, their
annoyed stares usually transfornt
into a smile. Most of the time just
a little effort to coMmunicate can
go a long way toward building
trust with the population. That's
an important part of countennsurgency warfare and I think we are
making greater strides along those
lines."
Loftis says PRT commander, 1-t.
Col. Andy Veres, has a simple, but
effective philosophy to prevent
growth of the insurgency.
"Pecple that have stable. legitimate jobs that can provide for
their families make bad insurgents." Loftis said. "Meaning that
it is harder for the insurgents to
draw people to their cause if their
quality of life is good. All in all
the process is slow-going, but I
can say that we will leave Zabul
better than we found at. It's not
just the schools and wells that
make it better, but also the relationships dtat we're forming and
the impression of Americans that
we're giving them."
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t nisncludes $128 billion for
military operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
The president has yet to
request funds for his recently
announced troop increase in
Afghanistan, and there is no
money in the bill for that.

Ju!
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taxes.
Probably not surprisingly.
their report in Friday's edition
of the journal Science found the
happiest people tend to live in
dte states that do well in qualityof-life studies.
Yet Oswald says "this is the
first objective validation of
'happiness' data," which is
something he says economists
have been reluctant to use in the
past.
"Very loosely, you could say
that we prove that happiness
data are 'true,' — such data
have genuine objective informational content," he said.
"Moreover," Oswald added.
"it is interesting to uncover the
pattern of life-satisfaction
across one of the world's important nations."
Ranking No. 1 in happiness
was Louisiana, home of

Attorney corrects items
in court-related story
According to Cheri Riedel
Decker. an attorney with the
Department of Public Advocacy's
Murray Office, some of the information in Tuesday's news story
concerning Calloway County
Circuit Court actions were incorrect. Defendant Tiffany Adiuns'
attorney is Chns McNeil with the
DPA's Paducah office and Mike
Ward is counsel for Timothy
Adams. Also. Judge Dennis Foust
has not yet heard arguments on the
defendant's motion to quash a tuhpocna in the Brock Ramey murder
trial. 'The hearing is set for
Tuesday

Di xieland
music
and
Cajun/Creole cooking.
Oswald urged a bit of caution
in that ranking. however. noting
that part of the happiness survey
occurred before Hurricane
Katnna struck the state. and part
of it took place later.
Nevertheless, he said."We have
no explicit reason to think there
is a problem" with the ranking.
Rounding out the happy five
Were
Hawaii.
Florida,
Tennessee and Anzona.
At the other erld of the scale.
last in happiness — is New York
state.
As if to illustrate the problem.
residents attending a meeting
Wednesday in rural Queensbury
unlea.shed their anger and cynicism at a state government they
described as corrupt. self-dealing and too quick to increase
taxes. It was a tirade that had
one lifelong resident saying he
was ready to flee "this stinkin'
state."
Oswald suggested the long
commutes, congestion and high
prices around New York City
account for some of the unhappiness.
He said he has been asked if
the researchers expected that
states like New York and
California, which ranked 46th.
would do so badly in the happiness ranking.
"I am only a little surprised,"
he said. "Many people think
thesc states would be marvelous
places to live in. The problem is
that if too many individuals
think that way, they move into
those states. and dte resulting
congestion and house prices
make it a non-fulfilling prophecy."
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From Front

correction

Core al the University of Louisville

husband Joe. and their cloughter, Rachel to
Murray Appointments con be mode by
coiling 270759-9200

anti-war Scii. Russ 1-eingold. DWis., to defeat the filibuster and
try to keep the Senate on track
to pass the health care bill by
Christmas.
•
"I am not going to be part of a
partisan and cynical effon
delay passage of the defense bill
in order to block the Senate
from considenng health care
reform," Feingold said.
After Feingold fell in line and
the vote was assured. three
Republicans
joined
the
Democrats to end debate —
Kay Bailey Hutchison of Texas
and Olympia Snowe and susail
Collins. bodi of Maine.
On
Thursday,
Defense
Secretary Robert Gates wrote
Senate Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell to urge a
vote. saying that delay would
cause a serious disruption in
Pentagon activities.
"It incoriseivable to me that
such a situation would be permitted to occur with U.S. forces
actively deployed in combat."
Gates wrote.
The underlying defense measure provides $626 billion to the
Defense Department for the
budget year that began almost
three months ago. a 4 percent
increase for core Pentagon oper-

•Happiest .

Dr. Henley is a graduate of the University of Evansville ond the University of Louisville
School of Medicine She completed her residency in Family
me and Geriatric

Please help us in welcoming Susan, her

By ANDREW TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Must-pass legislation that wraps
up the hulk of this year's
remaining congressional agenda
-- except for health care —
cleared a key Senate hurdle
early Friday morning.
Anchored by a $626 billion
Pentagon funding bill, the
measure also carries short-term
extensions of unemployment
benefits. highway and transit
funding. key pieces of the antiterror Patriot Act and a measure
to save doctors from shouldering a 21 percent cut in Medicare
payments.
The timing of the 63-33 postmidnight tally — which blocked
GOP stalling tactics and forced
a final vote to clear die bill for
President Barack Obama no
later than Saturday — was governed more by dte brawl over
health care than significant
opposition to the defense measure or its additional baggage.
For a time. Republicans are
using every avenu,e available to
them to try to delay or kill the
health care legislation, including stretching out debate on the
defense measure. The bill
passed the House Wednesday by
an ovenvhelming 395-34 vote.
A key Republican. Thad
Cochran of Mississippi. was
expected to vote to advance the
measure but succumbed to pressure from GOP leaders to try to
sustain the filibuster. That
forced Democrats to get all 60
of their members. including
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By LAURAN NEERGAMID
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON IAN - A flu
shot tor the holidays'?
finally. the nation's supply of
swine flu vatcute will reach 100
million doses by week's end.
owning the way tor everyone.
not Just those at highest risk, t()
get protected
For people who've been at the
back ol the line. -Now it's your
turn... Health and Human
Service% Secretary Kathleen
Sebelius said Thursday
Even though this new Ilu that
scientists %all the 2'.xr; HINI
strain is ebbing, specialists
stressed that it's too stain to say
it's over There's plenty of illness going around. and the 1957
flu pandemic ebbed in the fall
only to bounce hack in January
and February
"We have a wonderiul
of opmirtunity to prevent or
lessen a third wave." Sehelius

ng defense meas626 billion to the
artment tor the
hat began almost
ago. a 4 percent
re Pentagon oper

She
Photo provided
ELLIE'S CHRISTMAS GREETINGS: Jill Asher of
Murray provided this photograph of Ellie,
her two-and-one-half-year-old Engiish Spnnger Spaniel
in her Christmas frock wishing everyone a "Very Blessed Christmas!" Ellie was in the paper
at Halloween with her Shrek costume,
and she received countless numbers of folks commenting
on her photo Asher said Ellie's picture in the newspaper rnade "so many people
laugh, and chuckle... and that's what we need
more of, don't you think?"
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Justice Department: 2009 saw most
federal hate crime cases since 2001
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By DEVUN BARRETT
Associated Press Wrtter
WASHINGTON 1AP)
'the
Justice Department has brought
more federal hate crimes cases
this year than in any• year since
2001. and an Obama administration official said Thursday he was
"shocked" by the dropoll in prosecutions during the Bush years.
A total of 25 hate crime cases
were filed tor the budget year that
ended in September. encompassing most of President Barack
()barna.% first year in office and

trate the problem.
nding a meeting
rural Queensbury
r anger and cynigovernment they
:orrupt, ielf-dealjuick to increase
a tirade that had
nident saying he
flee "this stinkin'

the last few tnonths of the Bush
administration,
In 2(811. there were 31 such
cases filed. The number fell to a
low of 12 in 2006, before starting
to rise again. reaching 23 in 200N.
"I was rather shocked to see the
downtick in prosecutions of hate
crimes," said Tom Perez. head of
the Justice Departnient's civil
rights divisions.
Speaking to reporters. Perez
noted the number of hate crimes
did not fall significantly during
that period. but refused to say

why he thought the federal prosecutions of such cases dropped.
Democrats harshly criticized the
civil rights division during
George W. Bush's presidency,
saying lawyers there were not
aggressively investigating hate
crimes. housing and employment
discnrnination, or police misconduct cases.
An internal Justice Department
investigation found thc division at
that time was plagued by improper. politically motivated hiring
and personnel decisions,
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Wednesday Nearly half the
states already had lifted restrictions on who can get Naccinated.
and more will rapidly with the
additional supplies. whi%h have
reached pharmacy chains in
parts ol the country
Ihe first WdVC of the SWIfIC I1U
pilIldCMIC began in April, when
the strain was discovered A
larger WilVe started in the late
summer
Through
mid November. about one in six
Americans have caught this new
ti I NI. and about 10,000 have
died. the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention estimates Ear more children and
young adult% have gotten senously ill and died than in a normal flu year
Despite severe vaccine shortages until now. a lot of high-risk
people have gotten vaccinated.
including many more pregnant
wuinen thici in a typical year.
health officials said Thursday
In-sch(xil vaccine clinics inoculated so many schoolchildren
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dirt the CIL is Lorpodening
pushing more school-based vac
criminal% every year Thiny-lour
states held widespread in
NACC1114110Ils, some inoculati
ng
more than half ot their school
populations, the CDC said
Rhode Island. tor example. vat
cinated three-quarter% (i1 us stir
dents
'This is a very important lega
cy," satd Dr. Tom Frieder). thy
CDC% director focusing 011
schoolchildren even in a regular
flu year "may well tamp (lova]
the spread of "
The concern now is that peo
ple will lose interest in swine flu
vaccine Just as supplies finally
are adequate that states are lift
ing restrictions Even drugstore
chains in parts ot the yountry are
starting to get enough supply 6,
offer doses to anyone
Historically, interest in thi
vacctne plumniets hy the hid'
days, CVCI1 though the regulai
winter nu usually revs up in
January or Fehruary
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Nturdock receives
nursing degree
Calla Grace Murdock ot
Murray is
December 2009
graduate of Murray State
University. She received the
degree of bachelor of science in
nursing with the Honor's diploma
Murdock was awarded the
Outstanding Senior Nursing
Student by the faculty and staff
01 the Department of Nursing at
their recognition and pinning
teremony on Dec. 1 1
She is a member of he
National Students Nursing
Association. Kentucky Student
Nurses Assot:iation. and Sigma

Hurst home accepting
donations for Need Line
Bob and
Hurst have decorated their
home for the holidays for the viewing pleasure for visitors and to spread a little
Christmas Cheer. They are accepting canned
goods for the Murray-Calloway County Need.
Line so anyone wbo wishes can shale with.
people who are less fortunate.
The Hurst home Ls located on Ky. Hwy.
464 between Ky. Highways 783 and 299 on
the south side.

TAU International. which
is a nursing htynor society.
Her thesis, "Stress Level and
Stress Management Skills of
Admitted
Baccalaureate
Nursing Students," in collaboration with Mrs. Jessica Naber and
Dr. Michael Periow, was accepted and will be published in
Kentucky Nurse.
Murdock is the daughter of
Rick and Stacy Murdock of
Murray and is d graduate of
Calloway County High School.
Thad

Jo's
Datebook

Murray Lodge #I05 of Free and Accepted,
Masons will meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall A potluck dinner will be served at.
6:30 p.m. The lodge wiil elect officers for 2010..
All members are urged to attend and ntake your vote count.

Turkeys donated for Need Line

•••••••••••••••
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SPECIAL AWARD: DAR "Rosie the Riveter Award":was presented to Margaret Crawford, left, by Mary Sue Hubbard,
regent for Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution. Mrs. Crav.rford changed her major at
Murray State College to chemistry to enable her to work in
Louisville as a chemist dunng World War II. The award recognizes her for personal service and sacrifice toward the war
effort

Baby
Registry
Bet?, LJoson Artant
lIntlorry Worley & !obey Brow
Holey & Bryon Coles

C.A. Management Group has donated 1,000 turkeys for Need
Line. Need Line staff members will be present from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Saturday at Kroger for the turkeys to be distnbuted tp thsoe
with certificates

MHS yearbooks available
Murray High School has overstocked yearbooks for sale at a
reduced price. Classes of 2001. 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2008 arc
available for $20. There are still a few 2009 yearbooks available for
$40. These yearbooks may be purchased in the high school office.
The Learn to Sew Classes, sponsored by Calloway County
Family & Consurner Sciences Extension, will be Saturday from 9 to
11:30 a.m. at the American L.egion building, 310 Bee Creek Dr.,
Mun-ay. Participants will make a large drawstring bag. They will
choose yaid of fabric. cut out the pattern and read and follow the
directions themselves. This will prepare them for making their final
project. For more information call the Extension Office at 7531452.

Ansa* & heel fees
Stone & Ostd Encian
Erniiy & Andres *fon
Calla Grace Murdock

Ayr!** & Joy Paul Herndon

Alpha Department to meet
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New Beginnings Support Group will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m.
at Westside Baptist Church for a meal with turkey and dressing tcr
be provided and those attending to bring other foods. Mary Grace
West will entertaan with Christmas music on her harp. The speaker
will be Lisa Mehr. The public is invited. For a ride or more informatien call Ron or Linda Wright at 753-0156. Child care will be provided by Nicole and Justin Burcham.

G • 1:05 - 3:15 - 7:00 - 9:05

yen & Melee Muenlemen
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New Beginnings Group will meet

The Princess & The Frog

Tiffany Rogers &Justin Miller

( It1,1711 (1011114'

Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday
at 11 a.m. at August Moon for a Christmas luncheon. Each one is
asked to bring a $10 gift to exchange. Hostesses will be Effie Kemp,
Cindy Graves, Sandra Whttenberg and Liz Williams
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New Moon
PG13 12:50 - 3:30 - 7:05 - 9:40

Old Dogs
PG - 1:30 - 3:35 - 7:20
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SPEAKERS: Karea arid H.L. Hussmann were speakers al
the recent meeting of the New Beginnings Support Group at
Westside Baptist Church. They gave a creative and interesting presentation on interpersonal relationships between husband and wives and gave references from the Bible, which is
their foundation.

even/.en2inciers
The following arc reminders of events scheduled for this weekend that were published in the Murray Ledger & Times:
Ashlee V. Lehrmann. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
L,ehrmann of Almo, and Nathan D. Whitley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Puckett of Dexter. will be married Saturday, Dec. 19, 2009,
at 1:30 p.m. at University Church of Christ. Murray. All relatives
arid friends are invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Thorn of Almo will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary with a reception on Saurday. Dec. 19, 2009,
from 1 to 4 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Chnst, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

Hospital requesting magazines
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is accepting magazines
for the lobby and waiting areas.
If you have arty 2009 magazines
that contain appropriate family

material and you would like to
donate. drop them off in the
front lobby on the magazine
cart, or call Gail Stubblefield,
MCCH's librarian. at 762-1572.
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Four Rivers group to meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. All musicians and listeners are invited. For more Information call 753-6979.

Hardwood classic scheduled
The Heritage Bank Hardwood Cla.ssic, hosted by the Calloway
County Lady Lakers, will be today (Friday) and Saturday' in Jeffrey
Gym at Calloway County High School. This tournament will feature premier girls basketball teams from Kentucky, Tennessee and
lilinois. Admission will be $5 each day and children under 5 are
free. Concessions will be available. Games are scheduled from 4.10
to 9 p.m. on Fnday and 10 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. on Saturday.

Glory Bound will meet tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will meet tonight (Friday)
at 7 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church, located on Ky. 121
North at Stella. Featured will be The Church Ladies from University
Church of Christ and Carol Ann. soloist. Items for Need Line will
be received. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

CASA Board to meet today
CASA (court appointed special advocate) of Calloway and
Marshall Counties, Inc., Board of Directors will meet today (Friday)
at 1:30 p.m. at the Benton Church of Christ. For more inforrnation
contact Karen Darnell, executive director, at 761-0164.

Legion plans Christmas dinner
Amencan Legion Post 073 will have its annual Christmas dinner
for members tonight(Friday) at 6 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall,
310 Bee Creek Dr., Murray. All members are welcome to attend and
bring a gift with a value of $5 to $10 for a "Chinese Auction" if they
wish to participate. For more information call event coordinator,
Mark Kennedy at 752-3333 or 759-9838.

Reformers' group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous. a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a nde call the church office at 753-1834

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the cluh
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

Funds needed for Angel Tree
Time is drawing short for the Angel Tree projects which provide
Chnstmas gifts for children of those families. There are about 300
Calloway kids still not sponsored. This is sponsored by both the
Calloway County Elementary and Middle School Family Resource
Center Advisory Councils this year. Persons wishing to help may
contact Julie Stone by e-mail at Julie.stone4murray.kyschools.us,
JaneAnn Tumer at janeannturner@murray.kyschools.us; Michelle
Hansen at rnichelle.hansen@calloway.kyschools.us; or Danielle
Schwettnnan at shelly.schwettman@calloway.kyschools.us or telephone the schools.
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OPEN THI.S SUNDAY!
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday until 5:30 p.m.
Christmas Eve until 4:30 p.m.
Home Decor • Mexicar Pottery & Iron
Jewelry • Glft Baekete c Bridal Registry
400 Main 5t.• Murray • 767-0007
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Obituaries
Rob Erwin
Rob Erwin, 81, Hub Erwin Road. Hazel.
died Thursday. Dec. 17,
21109 at 4:35 a.m. at St. Louis Universit
y Hospital. St. Louts, Mo.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements
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The f uneral for James Owen will be Saturday at I p.m.
in the
ahape! of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Sam Rainer
will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Gene Bailey, Chris
Neale. Dr. Durwood Beatty, Charles Hale, James
Riggs and Charles McDaniel. Burial
follow in
the Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. Owen, 85, Murray, died Wednesday, Dec. 16,
2,009. at 6:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
An Arrny veteran of World War 11, he had retired from the tormer
Murray Division of the Tappan Manufacturing Company. He
was a
member of First Baptist Church and the Solomon Sunday School
Class. Born Jan. 10. 1924, in Calloway County, he was the son
of the
late Robert C. Owen and Nola Adams Owen.
Survivors include his wife. Lorene Owen, to whom he was married Oct. 29, 1961 in Calloway County; two sister-in-laws,
Patsy!
Neale arid husband, Jim. Murray, and Ola Mae Redding and
husband. Bill, Waverly. Kan.: several cousins, nieces and nephews.
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Gangs more deadly than Guantanamo inmates

WASHINGTON(AP)-The
chief judge of the federal court
in Washington told lawyers
Thursday that domestic street
gangs are more deadly than
Mrs. Laverne Veach
some
Guantanamo
Bay
,
Mifflin. Tenn., died Thursday. Dec 17, detainees who could
face tnal in
2009, at 1:40 p m. at her home.
U.S. courts.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is 111 charge
Judge Royce Lamberth WAS
of arrangements. Online condolences may he made
at www.yorkfuneral- spealung at an Amencan Bar
home.com.
Association breakfast about
Attorney General Eric Holder's
reccnt decision to put the reputMrs. Patricia Ann Prescott
ed Sept. I I mastermind and four
Mrs. Ptancia Ann Prescott, tab. Paducah. died
Wednesday, Dec. accused
henchmen on trial in
L6. 2009. at 8:30 a.m. at her home. Retired from
Sales, she was a New York federal
court.
member of the Moose Lodge. She was born April
2, 1943 in
Lambent' didn't refer specifBloomington. III. Preceding her in death w.ere her parents.
Elmer ically to those five in his comand Sylvia Miller Wulf and one sister, Linda Wulf.
ments. but rejected the suggesSurvivors include three sons, Timothy B. Prescott Jr.,
Dearfield tion made by some critics of
Beach. Fla.. Richard P. Prescott and wife. Holly,
Murfreesboro. Holder's decision that U.S.
Tenn.. and Jeffrey L. Prescott, Paducah; four brothers.
Larry arid courts cannot secure defendants
Robert Wulf. Bloomington, III., Jerry Wulf, Peona. 111.,
and Michael like ten-or suspects held at
Wulf, Colfax. III.; eight grandchildren: three
Guantanamo.
great-grandchildren.
-The gangs are more murderA private bunal will be held at a later date. Blalock
-Coleman &
ous. I think. than some of these
York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online
condo- people
at
Guantanamo,"
lences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Lamberth said. -They've cer• Expressions of sympathy may be made to Amencan
Lung tainly killed their share of witAssociation of Kentucky. Bluegrass Regional Office,
1636
Nicholasville Rd.. Suite One, Lexington, KY 40503.

James Owen
fot sale at a
6 and 2008 are
ass available for
school office

Friday. December Ia. 20119 • 5

nesses here.
Lambenh incNidcd over a
2004 tnal in which six members
of a gang called Murder Inc.
were accused of killing at least
31 people. including witnesses
to the gang's cnmes. It was one
of the city's longest and most
tightly guarded tnals. The judge
and jury w.ere protected by bulletproof glass.
Lamberth also la the former
chief judge of the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance &ct
Coun, a body that meets in
secret to review the government's evidence for eavesdropping on terronsts and spies. The
court he now heads has handled
all the appeals for freedorn from
Guantanamo detainees. including reviewing the secret evidence against them.
President Barack °barna has
ordered the federaJ gewernment
to acquire an underused state
pnson in rural Illinois to be the
new home for a limited number
of ten-or suspects now held at

Guantanamo. The federal govailment will transform the site
into a pnson that exceeds supermax standards, officials said this
week.
Lamberth said he does not
want to get into a political
debate about whether detainees
should be tned in military commissions or ctvilian courts, but
he insisted the court system can
handle whatever cases it gets.
"Federal courts are very
capable
of doing
this,"
Lamberth said.
Some critics of Holder's
decision argue that such trials
will expose national secunty
secrets to enemy terronsts. But
Larnberth argued a trial judge
can sort through the classified
information in secret before
anything is aired in a public
courtroom.
Stewart Baker, a former Bush
administration homeland secunty. official who attended
Lamberth's speech, said afterward he was not convinced on

that point.

trial "creates this mashydraulic pressure to
declassify. information.- said
Baker. "We ...an Av. s do
something Whether you cam
really protect national aecurity
fully is really an open queation.Lamberth said he -bristledwhen ha heard Holder prediat
that Khalid Sheikh Mohammed
and the four others will be convicted. and bnstled again %hen
defense lawyers spoke publicly
about the case becoming a
"show tnal."
The judge suggested a gag
order could he imposed on all:
the lawyers in any such caae to
keep the pnaceedings from get-,
ting out of hand.
He also said that it is possible
defendants will use the trial to
launch anti-Amencan invective.
but said: "It's a free country. I
don't think that that can he prevented and 1 think families have
to understand that in a free country those things can happen...
St14:11 J
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It's Democrat vs Democrat on health care reform

WASHINGTON (AP)- It's
one of the oldest spectator sports
in American politics: Democrat
vs. Democrat. Welcome to the
health care overhaul edition.
With just days remaining to
prove that they can meet a selfimposed Christmas deadline and
pass President Barack Obama's
signature initiative through the
Senate., Derrioaiats seeking a
rendezvous with history instead
detoured to an intraparty brawl.
Majonty Leader Harry Reid,
D-Nev., was poised to release
the latest version of the Senate
legislation as early as Friday, but
it was unclear what kind of
reception he'd get. Labor leaders said the bill was soft on the
insurance industry. and former
party chairman Howard Dean.
said he'd vote against it if he
were a senator.
All eyes were on the only
known Democratic holdout,
moderate Sen. Ben Nelson of
Nebraska, whose primary concern is that abortion funding

The funeral for Mrs. Alta Musch will be Monday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of the J.H. Churcttill Funeral Home. Entombment will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral
home
after 9 a.m. Monday.
airs. Musch,97, Murray. died Wednesday, Dec. 16, 2009, at 9:45
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. She was of Lutheran faith.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Harold Musch; two
sons. Donald and James Hildebrand: and daughter-in-low. Katheryn
Klossner Bom June 13, 1912. in Beardsiewn, 11., she was the
daughter of the late Oliver Lake and May Garrett Lake.
BARTOW,Fla.(AP)-- He'd
Survivors include her daughter-in-law.. Kathleen Hildebrand
Rose. Victorville. Calif.; son-in-law. Albert Klossner Sr., Murray; insisted he was home watching
eight grandchildren. Karlene Hildebrand and Jerri Prentice. Murray, TV with his twin sister but witnesses claimed he was the man
Dawn Oldenburg and husband, Jon. Kathy Wetenkamp and huswho raped a 9-year-old boy. and
band, Mike, and Albert Klossner Jr., all of Janesville, Wis., Karen he was
sentenced to life in
Margardonna and husband. Greg, Carol Hildebrand and Donald prison.
Hildebrand. all of California; eight great-grandchildren; several
Decades later. with DNA
ineces and nephews.
technology. able to exonerate
him, Jarnes Bain was finally set
free Thursday. and used a cell
James H. Murray
Visitation tor James H. Murray will be Saturday from 5 to 7 p.m. phone for the first time.
He called his elderly mother
at the Imes-Miller Funeral Home. No services will be conducted.
to tell her he was out after 35
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmilleacom.
years behind bars for a crime he
Mr. Murray. 87, Murray. died Wednesday. Dec. 16, 2009, at 11:30
did not commit.
p.m. at Spring Cre,ek Health Care.
As Bain walked out of the
Preceding him in death were his wife. Caroline Vtrginia Polk County courthous
e. wearRichardsoio Muicay; one son, Ricky Murray; one daughter, Anitra ing a black T-shirt that said "not
Murray; nine brothers and sisters. Bom Feb. 14, 1922, in guilty," he spoke of his deep
Indianapolis, Ind.. he was the son of the late Robert Otis Murray and faith and said he does not harbor
any anger.
Ruth Spence Murray.
"No, I'm not angry," he said.
Survivors include two sons. Frank Murray and wife, Betty.
"Because I've got Gocl."
Kirksey, and Larry Murray, Hazel; five grandchildren.
His wants are simple: fned
chicken, Dr. Pepper and maybe
Roy Williams
going back to school.
A memorial service for Roy Williams will be Saturday at 10 a.m.
The Innocence Project of
in the chapel of King's Funeral Home, Cadiz, with Rev. Don Bunch Florida says
the 54-year-old has
Officiating. Burial will follow in the Riverside Cemetery at a later spent longer behind
bars thtui
date. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Saturday.
any of the other 245 inmates
Mr. Williams, 67, Cunningham Avenue. Cadiz. died Tuesday, exonerated by DNA nationwide.
In 1974, Bain was sentenced
Dec. 15, 2009, at 11:59 p.m. at Christian Care Center, Kuttawa.
A maintenance worker. he was a member of Kelly Baptist Church to life in prison for the kidnapat Crofton. Bom April 25. 1942, in Nashville. Tenn., he was the son ping and rape of the tx'y in a
of the late Felix Ewing Grundy David Williams and 011ie Mede field. Sophisticated DNA testing
that officials more recently used
Jones Williams.
to determine he could not have
Survivors include two sons. James Gregory Williams. Wasala.
been the rapist.
Alaska. and Adam Wesley Williams, Murray; two daughters.
"Nothing can replace the
Melinda
tvlayers, Cadiz. and Ka isti Williams Poll, Murray; years Jamie has iost," said
Seth
two brothers. Thomas Henry Williams and twin brother, Ray Miller. a lawyer for
the
Williams, both of Hopkinsville; eight granck:hildren: three great- Innocence Project, which helped
grandchildren.
Bain win freedom. "Today is a

restnctions in the bill were too
lax. Nelson indicated Thursday
he still was not happy but would
keep talking with Reid, who
needs 60 votes to push through
Republican opposition.
Nelson, the most conservative Democrat in the Senate, was
vague throughout the day about
his intentions, eventually telling
tcputters, A hope we're getting
closer" to agreement.
"Without modifications, the
language concerning abortion is
not sufticient," he said earlier in
the day in a written statement
that summarized the results of
days of pnvate negotiations. The
second-term Nebraskan opposes
the procedure tuid wants tighter
restrictions written into the
overhaul.
Any hopes the bill's supporters had of a Republican casting a
critical 60th vote vanished when
Sen. Olympia Snowe of Maine
said after a meeting with Obama
that the Democrats' timetable
for a pre-Christmas vote was

"totally' unrealistic."
Republicans. who have been
going all out to kill the bill,
couldn't believe what they were
hearing from Democrats.
"If you live long enough. all
things can happen," Sen. John
McCain. R-Ariz., said on the
Senate floor. "I now find myself
in complete agreement with Dr.
Howard Dean, who says that we
should stop this bill in its tracks.
... Dr. Dean. 1 am with yod"
Former President Bill Clinton
came to the defense of the
Senate bill. Clinton, whose
arnbitions were humbled by the
collapse of his own health care
remake, reminded Democrats
that political pros don't let the
perfect become the enemy of the
good.
"Take it from someone who
knows: These chances don't
come around every day,"
Clinton said in a statement.
"Allowing this effort to fall
short now would be a colossal
blunder -- both politically for

our party, and far more impor:
tant. for the physical. fiscal anti
economic health of mr courtLiberals are furious over the.
compromises Reid had to make.
to keep the bill alive. Gone is a.
government insurance plari:
modeled on Medicare. So is the:
fallback, the option of allowing:
aging baby boomers to buy into:
Medicare. The major benefits of
the bill won't start for three oa
four years. and then they'll be
delivered through private insurance companies.
Overall, the legislation ta
designed to extend coverage td
millions who lack it. ban insura
ance company practices such aS
denying coverage because or
pre-existing conditions and slova
the rise in medical spending
nationwide. The bill would
require most Americans to pura
chase insurance. and it includea
hundreds of billions of dollars
subsidies to help lower- and
middle-class families afford it. ;

Innocent man released after 35 /ears in rison

Mullen: U.S.-Iraq
pullout on schedule
BASRA. Iraq (AP)- The
top U.S. military officer, arriving in Iraq Fnday. said he is confident that the war-torn country
wili hold elections on March 7
and that the U.S. drawdown will
begin on schedule that month.
Adm. Mike Mullen. chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
told a group of enlisted tnx)ps
!hat the U.S. withdrawal plans
are fixed and will come quickly
after the election.
"That draw down from
115.(XX) to 50.000 is going to
happen. no doubt in my mind,"
Mullen said,
The election was postponed

from January, but Mullen said
that will not change U.S. plans.
Mullen toured U.S. bases in
Basra and Talil, and met with an
array of Iraqi military- and civilian leaders.
In Tali!, Mullen saw an Anny
brigade that is the model for the
changing US military role in
Iraq. The troops' main job is giving advice and backup to Iraqi
forces.
In Basra, near the Iranian
txualer. a Shiite cleric greeted
Mullen warmly. Abdul Aziz
Moosawi told Mullen he is
grateful for U.S. help despite
earlier skepticism.

I

day of renewal."
The longest-serving before
Bain was James Lee Woodard of
Dallas. who was released last
year after spending more than 27
years in prison for a murder he
did not commit.
Friends and family surrounded Bain as he left the courthouse
after Judge James Yancey
ordered him freed.
His 77-year-old mother, who
is in poor health. preferred to
wait for him at home. With a
broad smile, he said he looks
fonvard to spending time with
her and the rest of his family.
"That's the most important
thing in my life right nova
besides God." he said.
Earlier, the courtroom erupted in applause after Yancey
ruled.
"Mr. Bain, Irti now signing
the order," Yancey said. "You're
a free man. Congratulations."
Attorneys
from
the
Innocence Project of Flonda got
involved in Bain's case earlier
this year after he had filed several previous petitions asking for
DNA testing, all of which were
throw.n out.
A judge finally ordered the
tests and the resultS from a
respected
private
lab in
Cincinnati came in last week,
setting the wheels in motion for
Thursday's hearing.
Bain was convicted largely.
on the strength of the victim's
eyewitness
identification,
though testing available at the
time did not definitively link

NOW Rums
GOLD & DIAMONDS

MIL EMI
44P*Jawatuuts
PRE-CHR1STMAS SALE

40% OFF
All In Stock Merchandise

I

him to the cnme. The boy said
his attacker had bushy sideburns
and a mustache. The boy's
uncle. a former assistant principal at a high school, said it
sounded like Bain. a forrner student.
The boy picked Bain out of a
photo lineup, although there are
lingering
question's
about
whether detectives steered him.
The jury rejected Bain's story
that he was home watching TV
with his twin sister when the
crime was conunitted, an alibi
she repeated at a news conference last week.

He was 19 w.hen he was sena
tenced.
•
Ed Threadgill. who prosecut:
ed the case originally. said hd
didn't recall all the specifics. buI
the conviction seemed right at
the time.
"I wish we had had that evi;
dence back when we were pros;
ecuting cases. I'm ecstatic thd
man has been released." said
Threadgill. now a 77-year-old
retired appeals court judge.
-The whole system is set up
to keep that from happening. It

FOR SALE BY OWNER

3-4 bedroom,
2.5 bath
Spring Creek Oaks
Subdivision.
Asking $249,900.
(270) 759-4583 after 6 p.m.
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Investments Since 1854
Jones Ind. Axg. 1034325 + 34.99
air Pmducts
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Apple
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AT&T, Inc.
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APOSTOLIC
APOST1
Sunday
Thesdav

o

FELLOWSHIP
.000
1
am
6 45 p m

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
1000a ni
Worship
Ilam &6prn

ASSEMBLIES OF SOD
HOPE HAI1BOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 a m
Sunday Evening Worship 6 00 p m
Wednesday Bible Study
7-00 p m

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 .00am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday. School
10 a m
Worship
Ilam &60m
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9•45• m
Morning Services
11.00 a.m
Evening Services
6,00 p.m

OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a ni
Worship
Ilarn &7pm
OWENS CHAPE'L
Sunday School
1000 a.rn
Preaching
11:00 a m
Prayer Service
5 30 p
Church
6-00 p m
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a ni
.
W
worah
hitpp tisms2.1
45 a m BApri
ti I 1 a s
mT& 6 p m

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Worship Service
11 -00 •.m
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday' School
9,00 a.m
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6,00 p.m.
Theecipleshm Training
5'00 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONAITY
Sunday School
10,00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Afternoon Worship
6:00 p.m
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7,00 p m

tr,

•

•

•r

FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.
Evening Worarup
6:00 p.m.
FERGUSON SPRING8 BAPTIST
Sunday School
lo-oo a.m
Worship
11,00 a rn & 6:00 p.m
Wednesday
7:0C p.m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9-45 a rn
Worship 6730 & 10.55 a m & 6 p co
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10700 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 an
Evening Worahip
6,45 p.m
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday Schots!
9 30 a m
Wunslup
10 45 a m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday' School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10 45 a.m & 6 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Schord
10 a m
Morning Worship
11 am &tipm
Wednesday
7 p.m
HARDIN BAPTIST
8:00, 9,15 & 10:30 a.m.
Worship
Sun Schoole MOO. 9.15 & 10.30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m
HAM.BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 •.m
Worship
10.30 a.m & 6,30 p.m
Church Trairung
5.30 p m
Wednesday Woratcp
7 00 p.m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Worship Servece 11_00 a tn. & 6 p.m
7.00 p
Wedneeeday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
Awana
5:30-7-30 p.m.
Training Union
5:45 p m
Everting Worship
6:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Preaching
11 • m & 6.00 p m
7,00 p m
Wednesday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPFIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10,00 a.m
Worship
II a m. & 6 p.rn
Wedneaday Worship
7:00 p.m
LOCUST GFIOVII
Sunday School
10.00 a.171
Morning Worship
II am &6pm
Wednesday Worahip
7:00 p.m

Ch
mittImurrayledget,

LONE ()AK PRIMITIVE
2
p
1st Sunday
'ird Sttralay
2 00 p
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
ll) 50 a nt
Evening Wt./ship
6 00 p m
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a re
Worship
11 00• rei
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
it 00 a nt
Evening Worship
6 00 p ni
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10 00• ne
Evening Worahip
6.00 p m

AISIFE/MSTS
SF:YEN-TR DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 9 00• m
Worantp
Sat 10 15 a m
Sabbath St hoot

w ww

Sunday School

9.30 a m
10-30am &6pm
Wed Night Bible Study
7'00 p m
EICCYITS GROVE
Sunday School
10,00 a m
Worahip Service
11,00 a m
Everting Worship
6.00 p m
Wednesday PiayPT Meeting 7 00 p TO
Prayer k Faating for Spiritual 10 a ..
Awakening
Sat 6 p m -10 p m.
wor.hip SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 p
7,
rm
Wednesday
7
UTH MARMIALLIO a m
Sunday
School
Woman
II s m , 6 30 p m.
Wednesday
7p
SPRING CIREEK
Sunday. School
WOO a m.
Worship Services
10 a m
Cnasspleahip Training
6p m
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Your Comforting
Hands
Our hands have the power to hurt or
help our fellow human beings. We can
use them to hit and injure or to comfort and heal. While this is perhaps the
most obvious for certain profession.s
(boxers are trained to hit, doctors art.
trained to heal), it is really applicable
to all of us. Although most of us don't
go around hitting each other, neither
do we make the effort to pat someone
on the back or rub their shoulders in a
way that conveys warmth and affection.
Understandably, many of us are justifiably hesitant to
touch each other because we fear that our touching
may be intrusive or unwanted; when that is the case,
it is usually easy to figure out. A person who doesn't
want you to touch them will usually back away,
squirm or just tell you not to touch them. The skin is
the largest organ in the human body, and it is amazingly responsive to touch. By simply touching others
we can tell people that we are proud of them, that we
want to encourage them, or that we want them to get
better. Our hands are intimately connected with our
hearts and minds, and sometimes the best way to tell
somPnnP that ynn !nye an4 carc for them is by the
comfort of your hand.
And he could do no mighty work there,
except that he laid his hands upon a feu,
sick people and healed them.

wor.hip. SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 am
11 t1 M & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m
WEST FORK
Morning Worshep
11'00 a m
Wednesday Evening
TOO p m
Sunday Evening
6,00 p m
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
S
wun
o.rdth
aiypSchool
9.30 a m
lotoam &6pm
I p m
Wednesday
wom
BETHANt
hip 'BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Schoo1
II a m. &16
° ap ni
m
7pm
Wedneeday
Cip
TOITY EtAPTIST CHURCH
wo-vr.
lh
Sunday School
10am
Ilam &fipm
7pm
Wednesday

MUSA
ST. HENRI' CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday. Maas
4,00 p.m
10:30 a.m.
Sur day Maas
ST. LEO CATHOUC CHURCH
Saturday Maas
6.00 p m
Sam &Ilam
Sunday' Massefq

CIRUSTIAN
AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 a m & 6 p.m.
10 a.m.
Bible Study Sunday
7 p.m
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9.00 a.m
Celebration Service
9 45 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Worship Service
HURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9 30 a m
Bible School
10.30 a m
Worship
6-00 p m
Everung Service

01111111111CIONS
10.30 a m
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p m
7 30 p m
2nd Wednewlay

CIVICS OF CUBIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRLST
9'00 a m
Bible School
9'50 a.m.
Morrung Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship

MASON'S CHAPEL UNFITD
Sunday Ss hoot
10 00•rn
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Wednesday Youth Service 6 30 p m

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7 00 p m
Thuresday Night
Sunday Morning
10 00 a m
Sunday Evening
7 00 p m

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday Sehts71
10-00• m
Worship
1100am

UNTTY
FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3p m
Wednesday
7pm

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 a m
Worship
00 s
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bibie School
9 30 a m
Woreihip
II 30 a m & 7pm
Wed Bible Study
7pm
Friday Worship
7p

SOUT'H PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday. Scheme!
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
It) 45 a m

HARMONY MENNONTIE CHURCH
1 1'2 1.11.1co *co. ..1 'Ann *toot
Sunciay School
10.00 a m
Worahm
10.45 a m
Evenaig Service
7 30 p m
HIGHER PFIAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Sonthep 10 30am &fipm
Wednesday remits Training
7p
NEW LIFE CHRIETTLAN CENTER
Sundays
10.30• m
Wednesdays
7 00 p m
MURRAY RESTORATION
B6tANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10.00 a m
Sunday School
10.15a m
Worship
11.00 a.m
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11 30• m
Wednesday Evening
6.30 p m

II:NOVAS'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9.30 a m
Watchtower StudY
10 30 a m

LOTMAN
MCMANUS' LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9'00 8 M
Worahip
10.30 a m

R.5.V Mark 6:5

9.30
n.
a ril
n,

MARYS:ST LAND
MINISTRJR8 INTERNATIONAL
Saturday Celebration Service 7 p m
Wednesday Spintual Training 7 p
Wed Praise. Worahip & Altar
pm

METBODIST
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CIRRIST
Sunday School
9.30 a m
lytorning Worship
10.15 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p m
Wed Bible Study
7.00 p m
DEXTER
Sunday School
9-30 a m
Warship
10 30 arm & 6700 p m
7:00 p m
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
Study
Bible
10 8.m
Morning Worahip
11 s.m
Evening Worship
6 p.m
th'edneaday Worship
7pm
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10.00 a m
Morning Service
10.45 a m.
Evening Worship
6,00 p m
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p m
HAZEL CHILTRCH OF CHRD3T
Bible Study
9700 a m
Morning Worship
9-50 a m
Evening Worship .
6.00 p m
Mid-Week Worship
7 00 p
MEMORY GROVE CHURCH OF MUST
9'00 a m
Sunday Bible Claw;
Morning Worship
10-00 a.m
Sunday Neght
6.00 p m
Wsdnesday Night
7:00 p m
KISMET CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
10 50am
Evening W'orahip
7-00 p m
!Sunday & Wednesdays
MT OLTVE CHURCH OFown
10'00 a m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NEW tIONCORD
9 50 a m & 6 p.m
Worship
Bible claMe1.1
9a m
7pm
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9.00 a m
Bible Study
Worship
10 00 a m & 6.00 p m
7.00 p m
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morrung Worship
10.45 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p m

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10.45 a m
Evening Worship
600 p m
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 a.tn., 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study
10,15 It.M.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m
•
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worehip
6,00 p.m.
CNIN'ERSITY
Bible Classes
9-00 a.m.
Worship
10.00 a rn & 5,00 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sundey School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun Night
6,06 p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNTFED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.
lat & 3rd Sun Night
6.00 pm.
COLDWATER
Sunday School
10'00 a.m
11:00 a.m
Worship
COLIC'S CAMPGROUND
8.50 a.m
Worahip Service
9-50 a m
Sunday School

WEST MURRAY
Morneng Worship
10750 a.m.
Evening Worahip
6.00 p.m.

DE3CTER-HARDIN UNTTED
Sunday' School
10:00 a m
Worship
11 00 a.m

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9 00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m
7 ,M1 p rn
Wednesday- -

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8 46 & 11 a.na
Sunday School
9.50 a.m

CIMICII OF 1130S cuts"
OF LATHS BAY SAINTS

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship Service
11-00 a rn

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10-00 era.
Sunday Scluml
11 10 a m
Sacrament Meet ng
12.10 p,m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10-30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a m
Tuesday
12:(10 p.m.

INDEPENDENT

GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
9.00 a m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday' School
11,00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9.45 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday St hool
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10 30 a m
Worahip Sunday
Childrenk Sunday School 11 00 a.m.

KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Wonehip
11,00 a.m.

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
10.00 a m.
Worship
11.00•ra.

LYNN GROVE
Sunday School
9,00 am
Mornir_g Worshep
9.30 a.m

MURRAY FAMII.Y CHURCH
Worship
10.00 a.m
Wednewlay Home Groups 6.00 p.m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Wornhip Service
9.00 a m
Sunday School
10:30 m

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday School
900am
Preaching
1000am

WAYSIEN CRAPE!. AKE CHURCH
1000am
Sunday School
Morning Service
I 00 a m

IMBUE
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a m
Morning Worahip
10.45 a.m.
Evening Worahip
6-00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6.30 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWEIMP
CHURCH OF CrOD
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Church
11.00 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
W'ednesdav
7,00 p.m.
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship Service
11100 a.m.
Sunday Night
5,00 p.m.
Ih'ednesday Night
7.00 p.m
CALVAFtY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
11-00 a m & 6:30 p.m
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7 00 p.m
MUTTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m,
Wore p
Ilam &fipm
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10.00 a rn
Worship
11 00 a m
Wednesday %Worship
7 00 p m.

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday. Evening
6 00 p.m
Worship
to 30
& p
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CH1URCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a m
Evening Worship
6pm
7pm
Wednesday
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CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

COMPAIVIY
ea.

100 N. Stit St. • Murray. KY 42071
753-3500 • watIVII.andainituyillf.C4111111

Office technology tporiapctc
1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North

flleid

Our Family Is Here
HeIli Yours.
1707 v. %lain • Slurrin • 170-75319c:

UNTTED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCOR.D
10:00 a.m.
Sttnday School
11700-7:30 p.m.
Worship Service

PRESITTENIAN
FIRSI'PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a.M
Sunday School
10,45 a.m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11,00 a.m.
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10700 am
Woriship
II 00 a m
OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN ctnroca
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Worship Service
11 a m. & 6 p.m

oNrry CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Worahlp
11 -00 a m. 6'30 p.m

on.- rt. 8-4:30
75:14719

••'.:

ienUe
•

A Christi,' xlyis
Ce
'Retires's, Cos,.....ity

goc Glendale Road • Murray, WI 42071
12701 759-1555

1166ER TIMES
1270) 753-1918 • www.morrayledger.rom

Cain'sv,21,4 41
CHRYSLER•LIODGE•JEEP

•Asmenk,

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448
www.cains.net

ORO
MERCURY
INCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks 8 Ready MIX Concrete

East Main Street

10(i
Discount
ith Church
Bulletin

753-3540

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Prole% %ional Care %tan a Personal Touch
2118 S. fah St. • Murras, 1(1' •(2701759-9500

Murray
753-9383
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TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worahip
10:50 a m & 6 p.m
7 p.rn.
Wednesday Woriship
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NEW CONCORD
Sunday- Worahip & Service
10 a.m
Worahip Sun. 6 p.m & Wed 7 p.m.
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FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
Ilam &7prn

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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Church Bulletins
dSt;eCO

:L UNITED
10 00• m
11 00 a m
ice 6 30 p m

rialto
to-oo •.•1
.00•m
IL UNITED
9 30 a m
11 00• m
VT GROVE
9 45 a m
10 46 n m
UNITED
9.00 • m
10-00 a.m

kME CHIJRCH
10.00 a.m
11.00 a.m

1:118
FUROR
9-45 a.m
10.45 a.m.
6'00 p.m
6-30 p.m.

MULL
°WIMP
T GOD
10:00 a.m.
.m & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m
ETI'OLIC
. CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m
7.00 p.m
10,00 a.m.
.m & 6730 p.m
er-v1.3. 7 00 p m
1TAL CHURCH
10.00 a.m.
1 a m. & 6 p m
ST UPC
10.00 a.m.
11 00 a m
7 00 p m.

INACLE
10-00 •.m.
1 a.m. & 7 p.r•

.N'TECOSTAL
6 00 p.m
10 a
&6p m

T UNITED
. CHURCH
nhlp
10 a.m.
6 p m.
7 p m.

7.0RD
rrice
10 a.m
. & Wed 7 p.m.

AN CEN'TER
10:00 a.m.
0 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.

TCOETTAL
7ONCORD
10:00 a.m.
11:00-730 p.m

MAI

7TERIAN
9:30 a.m
10.45 a.m

'REILAND
10.00 a.m
11:00 am

VT GROVE
10,00 a m
11.00 a m

BERLAND
CHURCH
10 00 a.m
a.m. & 6 p.m

BLAND
10.00 a.m
m. & 6:30 p.m

In our

Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows•
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland PresbyteHan
Rev. Charles Westfall. pastor,
will speak about "Joy In Jesus"
with scriptuie from Luke 2:1-11
at the 11 a.. worship service.
Camme Cain will lead the
singing with Margaret Nell
Boyd as pianist. Sunday School
will
be
ai
10
a.m.
Flint Baptist: Bro. Jim
Simmons. interim pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 6:45
p.m. worship services. Darrin
Chapman will be song leader
and Lai-ry Gilbert will be deacon
of the wee. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m. with Austin
Chapman as song leader and
Bnan Wybark as superintendent.
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
Ryker Wilson. pastor, will speak
about "A Chnstmas That is Out
01 This World: The Child" with
scripture from Revelation 12:16 at the 11 a.m. worship service
ad about "Glory in the Highest"
with scripture from Psalm 145
at the 6 p.m. service. Music will
be by Jim Thurman playing the
guitar, trio composed of Jim and
Jackie "Thurman and Margaret
Richter, and choir to sing "God
With Us." at the moming service. Rhonda Hardcastle will be
in charge ot Kid's Comer. Bro.
Wilson and his wife. Jennifer,
will sing "Emmanuel'' at the
evening service Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Bro. Alan Trull. pastor, will
speak at the 9:45 a.m. worship
service. Johnna Nance will be in
charge of Children's Church.
There will be special music with
Toni Jones as the organist.
Sunday School will begin at 10

d.M

Mason's Chapel Lnited
Methodist. Bro Alan Trull, pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m.
worship
service.
Tiffany
Dowdy. youth director, will give
the message for the Youth
Moments. The Choir will sing
-0 Come, All Ye Faithful" and
Lori Diehl will sing a solo.
Karen Coles is pianist and
Sharon Myatt is organist. Larry
Chrisman
and
Johnny
Underwood are ushers. Sunday
School will begin at 10 a.m
Goshen United Methodist:
Res. H.B. Fields. pastor. will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship service and conduct the Children's
Church with Tom Villaflor as
the pastor's assistant. Pat and
Patricia Lea will be greeters.
The Bryant and Barnard families will light the advent candles. Acolytes will be Emily and
Elizabeth Brunn. The choir will
be directed by Alison Chaney
with Pat Brunn, Renee Doyle
and Carla Halkais as accompanists. The choir will present a
Christmas cantata at 5 p .m. with
a social hour to follow. Sunday
School will be 10:15 a.m.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Eddie Morris
will give the children's sermon.
Henry Nance is music director
with Sherry Fortner, Oneida
White and Kathy Garrison as
accompanists. Conny Ottway
and Dennis Woods will present
special music at the evening
service. Assisting will be John
Smotherman, deacon of the
week; David Emerson, Bobby
Hopkins and Charles Craig,
greeters; Gene Collins, Chase
Futrell, Greg Fortner and Mike
Davis, ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m.

CHURCH'.

Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro. ture from John 1..1-5, 14 at
the
John Denham, pastor, will speak contemporary worship celebraabout —The Be Happy Attitudes" tion at 9 a.m. and tradition
al
with scnpture from Matthew worship celebration at
10:45
5:1-12 at the II a.m. worship a.m. Mack Dycus is choir
direcservice and "The God Who tor with Donnie Hendrix. Judith
Provides'. with scnpture from Hill and Julie Warner. accompa
Exodus 16:1-13 at the 6 p.m. nists. The chancel choir
will
worship service. The choir will sing "He Is Bom." Assistin
g
present "The Christmas Story- will be Bob Bright, worship
in narration and song at the leader; Dan Parker and
Mike
moming
service.
Kevin Riddle, elders, Michael Amctt.
Crawford is music director with Rob Clause, Elizabeth Dawson
,
Mary: Davis, Emma Dean Lillian Gierhart, Fulton Han
and
Clayton and Glenda Rowlett as Kathy Perkins, diaconate.
musicians. Sunday will be at 10
University
Church
of
a.m. with James Rickman. Christ: Richard Youngblood.
director. No Wednesday night minister, will speak about
service will be at the church, but "What If Christ Were Born
members iu-e urged to attend a Today?" with scripture from
joint service with Grace Baptist Matthew 1.. 18-25 and Luke
2:1Church.
20 dt the 10 a.m. service and at
Poplar Spring Baptist: Ed the 5 p.m. service will be
Chapman will speak at the 8145 "Singing and Devot ional."
and II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship Assisting will be Danny
services. The Adult Choir and Claibome. worship leader, Paul
Drama Team will preset a pro- Randolph, Mike Russell and
Jeff
gram at the 6 p.m. service. A Dunman. Bible Classes will
be
Chili Supper fellowship meal at 9 a.m
will follow. the program. Dee
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
and Kathy Lipford will lead the Martin Sevems. pastor,
will
worship services with Susan speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m.
Reynolds, Hazel Jean Brandon, services wirh Family Night
at 6
Dee Lipford and Carol Kelly as p.m. Bro. Jeff Prater is minister
accompanists. Sunday School of music and the choir will sing
will be at 10 a.m.
and Shenda and D-aria will presFirst Presbyterian: Rev. ent special praise. Sunday
David M. Montgomery, pastor. School will be at 9:40 a.m.
and
will speak Asi-,...ut -sigh= I-7...1
di 6 p.m.
Can Do With Yeses" with scripFirst United Methodist:
ture from Luke /.:39-55 at the Rev. Richard Smith. pastor,
will
10:45 a.m. worship service. The speak about "Into A Broken
and
Kipphut Family will light the Mixed-Up World" with scripadvent wreath. Joshua Howe ture from Luke 2:1-7 at the
trawill be liturgist and Ronda Dunn ditional worship service at
11
will be organist. Ushers will be A.M. and the Early Light Service
Ron and Bev Reuter and Jerry at 8:45 a.m. Dr. Pam Wurgler
is
and Ann Stanley.
pianist and Joan Bowker is
First Christian: Rev. Dr. organist. Kim and Randall Black
Ruth Ragovin, senior minister, will sing "Angels' Carol"
and
will speak about "God's
Therapeutic Touch" with scrip- •See
Page 8

Early deadlines set for
copy for worship page
Early. deadline for information for the worship page tor the nexi
two weeks has been changed to Tuesday at 9 a m. on Dec. 22 and
again on Dec. 29 because of the C'hnstmas and New Year's hot'
days.
The worship page will be wntten and made up on Tuesday and
published on Thursday for the two holiday weeks.

Salem Baptist Church
to hear Forester couple
Miu-k and Andrea Forester will perform at Salem Baptist Church
in Lynn Grove on Sunday at 10:20 a.m.
They are in full-time Gospel Music Ministry. They travel across
the United States holding more than 200 meetings each year. They.
sing southern and traditional gospel music.
The public is urged to attend this special program on Sunday

Westside will present
musical on Sunday
The Christmas musical, "Once Upon a Holy Night" will be presented Sunday at the 10:30 a.m. worship service and again at 2:30
p.m. Sunday at the Westside Baptist Church. 207 Robertson Road
South, Murray.
Ron Wright and Randall Winchester will serve as deacons of the
week. No evening service will be held as this will be Family Life
Sunday.
Rev Glynn M. Orr is pastor with Shelly. Harris as minister to preschool and children and Scott Dougias as minister to youth.
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SALE!
Up to

STOREWIDE!

Why believe Chrict is the Messiah?
Question: Can you explain
the importance of and the reasons for belitsing that the
bahy Jesus
was
the
Messiah?
(Part 1 of 2)
Answer:
"Messiah"
is a Hebrew
word
thar
translates
into
the
Greek language
as
By Richard
Youngblood. "Christ" and
a
Minister of
"Anointed
University
Church of
One"
in
Christ
English. In
the
Old
Testament. three groups are
called God's "Anointed Ones":
prophets, priests and kings.
However, most of the emphasis
is upon the anointed kings. Yet.
the anointed kings of both Israel
and Judah failed to live up to the
life and purpose God had for
them. Thus, the Old Testament
prophets spoke of one who was
to come and fulfill the role of
God's true Anointed One: the
God-man who would rule with
justice over God's people forev-

What Would
Jesus Do?

er.
The New Testament opens
with the announcement of the
birth of Jesus as the "Christ"
(Messiah) (Matthew 1:18), the
''Son of God" (Luke 1.3/-33).
The gospel writers demonstrated
that Jesus fulfilled prophecy
after prophecy of the coming
Messiah, from his birth to his
death. In fact. Henry Liddon, a
nineteenth century professor at
Oxford University in England,
found 332 distinct predictions
literally fulfilled by Jesus. For
example. Daniel 9 indicated
that the Messiah had to come
before the second temple was
destroyed. This temple was
destroyed by the Romans in
A.D. 70. Micah 5:2 spoke of
Bethlehem, the town where
Jesus was bom, as the Messiah's

birthplace. Isaiah 7:14 predicted a virgin birth for one who
would be called "Immanuel"
which means -God with us"
(Matthew 1:22-23). Prophecies
of his ministry. his tnumphal
entry into Jerusalem. his rejection,
betrayal. crucifixion
between two thieves and his
words upon the cross are cited
by the gospel wnters. The
detailed prophecies of Isaiah 53
alone provide amazing corroboration that Jesus was indeed the
Messiah/Christ who came to
save the world from sin through
his own death. Please read next
week's anicle for evidence that
Jesus literally fulfilled the many
Old Testament prophecies of the
coming Messiah.
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LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

to Universit) Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web: wwwnchrist.org

University Square
AP
' 305-D N. 12th St., Murray,
759-1141
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THE CROSSROADS
in Hardin, KY

(270)437-FISH(3474)
NOW SERVING
BREAKFAST,LUNCH & SUPPER

(Send questions or comments

Jesus is the
Reason for the
Season

Yea)&ft
CArislian Zooksiore
sth a mar coftees %isms TX am. on tfe iowefieviS
5th & Main • 753-1622
Hrs: Mon.-Fn. 9:30 am-5 pm • Sat. 10 am -5 pm

Milt

I 1111elleS

Pork Tenderloin • Ham Hocks
Hamburyer Steak yr/Mushroom Gnrry
VEGETABLES:
Mashed Potatoes • Whate Beans • Porto Beans
Green Beans • Sias.% • Corn • bnkl Beans
SHeet Potato Casserole • Cottage Cheese h/Fruit
Sugar Free Jello Salad • Cornbread or Roll

WEDNESDAY

(rtc ..}4orner

11,111 10:-30

TUESDAY

Meatloaf•C'hicken Fried Steak
Fried Chicken
VEGETABLES: Mashed Potatoes • White Beans
Poeta Beans• Green Beans • Slat.
, • Corn Tamp
Greens • Bab's Carrots • Fried Okra
Sugar Free Jell() Salad • Cornbread or Roll

Mtn% • Sugar Erre Jello Salad
Cornbread or Roll

FRIDAY
BBQ Ribs •Smothered Pork Chops
C'hicken Fried Chicken w/Milk Gravy
VEGETABLES:
Mashed Potatoes • Wlute Beans • Ptnto Beans
Green Beans • Black Eve Peas • Corn
Lama Beans • Turrap Greens • Slays
Sugar Free Jello Salad • Cornbread or Roll

SATURDAYS
Different Choice of Main Dish Each Week

SUNDAY

in Concert
Wednesday, December 23 • 7:00 p.m.

.EA
LAPY
I much
759-9500

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th St., Murray, KY
(a love offering will be received)
For more information call: 753-7599

Chrbinia3

_America

THURSDAY
Roast Beef• Bacon Wrapped Chicken Livers
Cabbage Pen
VEGETABLES:
Mashed Potatoes • What. Beans • Pinto Beans
Grnen Beans• Green Peas • Corn
Broccoh & Cheese Casserole • Baked Apple%

Turkey & Dressing•Pit Ham
Fried Chicken
VFC:FTA RI FC:
Mashed Potatoes • White Beans • Pinto Beans
Mac & Cheese • Green Beans • Corn
Slaw • Sweet Potato Cassserole
Waldorf Salad • Sugar Free Jello Salad
Cornbread or Roll

Famous Fish Dinners
Starting at $6.99+tax
1/2 Orders, Full Orders or All You Can Eat
• Catfish •'Fiddlers • Ocean Boneless
• Talapia
Allfned or
- regular. cajun or lemon pepper
.4dd grdled ornons h pepper, rot 99(

Book Your Parties or Holiday Get Togethers No w!
HOURS: Open Tuesday - Saturday 5 a.m.-8
p.m.
Sunday - 6 a.m.-8 p.m. • Closed Monday

WORSHIP

tt • Friday. December IS, 2004X

%lurray Ledger 8, Times
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Bob. Karen and rsaildli Ja,:kson
will light the Fourth Advent
Candle at the second service and
Bill and MarL Koettecke at the
early service. Kristen SheNrd
will give the children's message
at both services. Also assisting
will be Ginny Richerson. Glenn
Fritts and Gary Vacca. Acolytes
will he Kathry n James and
Fiona Fox with Silv bine. as
acolyte parent.
First Baptist: Pastor Sant
Rainer will speak about "Caring
Mother" of the sermon series.
'The Real Mary" at the 8:30 and
10:55 a.m. %Airship services.
Bran Romtnes will speak at the
6 p.m. worship service. Lisa
Ray and Margaret Wilkins will
be accompanists. The sanctuary
Choir with Erin Rainer, soloist.
will sing "Mary. Did You
Know?" and Mary Grace West
will be hatpist at the second
service. Amber Sugg will give
• the children's sermon at the

early serv ice. Assisting will be
Jeff Stev.art and Steve Alcoa,
deacons ot the week. Boyd .
Smith.. assistant pastor of students. and Tim Greer and E.J.
Wood. Bible Study will be at
9:45 a.m.
Gleodide Rood C'hurch of
Christ
John Dale. minister. will
speak about Come. All Ye
Faithful" with scripture from
Luke 2:8-20 at the 9 a.m. worship service and about "Can We
Leam from Simeon and Anna?"
with scripture from Luke 2:2539 at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Also assisting will be Todd
Walker, associate minister,
Garry Evans, involvement minister, Nick Hutchens, youth minister, and Ron McNutt. Daron
Wilson, Jamie Potts. Clark
Crowe, Daniel
Shepeard.
Donnie Winchester, Phil Morris,
Mark Rogers and Logan Dodd.
A short worship service will be
at 5 a.m. and Church School at
10 a.m.

Nturrii I
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Photo provtdea
CHECK PRESENTED: Leadership Tomorrow Alumni representatives
presented a check for $2,875 to the Humane Society of
Calloway County for their Fnends of the Shelter and Good Samaritan
Programs Holding the presentation check are. from left,
Jean Bennett. director of Leadership Tomorrow and Alumni. Carolyn
Williams, Animal Shelter representative. and Kathy
Hodge, executive director of the Humane Society Also pictured are
members of the 2009-2010 Leadership Tomorrow Class
The donation was the proceeds of the 2009 Dash for the DogsiCanter
for the Cats Run and Bike Ride This brings Leadership
Tomorrow Alumni's donation to the Humane Society to more than
$5.000 over the past two years

Robot records deepest
erupting undersea volcano

Photo

provicled
STUUENTS AWARDED: Students at Murray Elementary eam a
gold tag when they have
. received ten tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guideline
s for Success. Janet
Caldwell. phncipal. presents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub
News program each
morning. P1 students receiving the award on Dec. 7th werel Row 1:
Emrra Stalls. Jade
Oakley, Caroline Larkins, Emily Snellen and Brice McClure, Row 2: Emily
Burdett, Brook
, Darnell, Carty Bell, Gill Lapinski, RoseMary Blankenship, Shaughenessy
Benjamin. Chloe
Adams and Connor Blalock; Row 3: Peter Ervin, Jack Gannon, Slyvia Hale,
Navaeh Jones.
Caden Kelly, Emma Melton: Will Mitchum, and Aiden Walker. Not pictured is
Braxton Stewart.

By. JASON DEARER
Associated Press Wnter
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Scientists have recorded the
deepest erupting undersea volcano ever seen. capturing for the
first timc video of fiery molten
lava bubbles exploding 4,000
feet benea
.th the Pacific Ocean.
A submersible mbot witnessed
the eruption in May during an
underwater expedition near
Samoa. and the high-definition
videos were presented Thursday
at a geophysics conference in
San Francisco.
Scientists hope the images,
data and satnples obtained during the mission will shed new
light on how the earth's crust
was formed.'The research could
also help explain how some sea
creatures survive and thrive in
extreme environtnents and how
the earth behaves when tectonic
plates collide.
"It was an undenvater Fourth
of July." said Bob Embley. a

marine geologist for the
National
Oceanic
and
Atmospheric Administration. in
a news release. "Since the water
pressure at that depth suppresses
the violence of the volcano's
explosions, we could get the
underwater robot within feet of
the active eruption."
The eruption was a spectacular sight: Bright-red lava bubbles shot out of the volcano,
releasing a smoke-like cloud of
sulfur. The lava froze almost
instantly as it hit the cold sea
water, causing black rock to
sink to the sea floor. The submersible hovered near the
blasts, its robotic arm reaching
into the lava to cqllect samples.
Eanh and ocean scientists said
the eruption allowed them to see
for the first time the creation of
a material called boninite. which
had previously been found only
in samples at least a million
years old.
In the past. boninite lavas had

only been found on extinct volcanoes, so researchers were
excited to see firsthand how
they are created.
The mission to record a deepsea volcanic enaption was 25
years in the making. Although
80 percent of the earth's volcanic activity occurs isn the sea,
scientists from NOAA and the
National Science Foundation
had never witnessed an eruption
this deep and in this detail.
The mission's chief scientist,
Joseph Resing, last year detected volcanic material in the water
near the West Mata volcano,
about 140 miles southwest of
Samoa. In May, researchers
arrived with a submersible robot
called Jason.
"When we got there. we put
the sub down, and within in an
hour anti it half we found an
eruption there in its full glory."
said Resing, who is a chemical
oceanographer at the University
of Washington.

•
•
•

•

Wishing you a
Merry Christmas
Happy New Year!

With joy in our hearts, we wish all our
customers,friends andfamilies a truly
joyous holiday season.

December 24th -. Close at 12 PM
December 25th - Oosed
December 26th Closed ,
6'
•
• NeW Years Day - Closed
.5.

LINCOLN
MERCURY

Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street • Murray, KY • 753-5273 • www.parkerford.(am

www.thinkfnb.com
1304 Chestnut St. Murray, KY • (270) 767-1240
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Woman injured in
wreck on 121 S.
Staff Report
A New Concord w'oman is in
stable condition at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
after driving off the road into
some trees Thursday morning.
Accordii.: to Kentucky State
Police, Bonnie Wells, 49, of
; New Concord. was driving
north in a 1999 Plymouth van
;on Highway 121 South two
:• miles north of New Concord at
. approximately 9:30 a.m. when
" she apparently' left the east side
: of the road. She crossed a creek
and struck a tree. coming to
final rest against the tree straddling the creek.
Calloway County Fire and
Rescue responded to the accident and Wells was taken by
EMS to MCCH. MCCH
spokeswoman Melony Bray
she is in stable condition.
CCFR was assisted by the
Murray Fire Department. KSP
Trooper Russell Boyd is the
investigating officer.

Photo provided
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By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
and TALI ARBEL
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) ---- A
report on unemployment claitns
and a forecast of U.S. economic
activity pointed Thursday to an
economy mending slowly, without the job growth needed to fuel
a vigorous recovery.
The number of newly laid-off
workers filing claims for unemployment benefits unexpectedly'
rose last week. But the four-week
average for jobless claims. which
smooths out fluctuations, fell.
That was an encouraging sign that
the pace of layoffs continues to
decline. The four-week average is
now at its lowest point since late
September 2008. when the financial crisis hit with full force.
Separately. a forecast of economic activity rose for the eighth
straight month in November, a
pnvate research group said, signaling the economic rebound will
continue into next year.
Still. employers across the
country remain reluctant to ramp
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Ky. gets boost in forming early childhood council

HAwKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Thies
A Calloway County Fire and Rescue volunteer looks at
the damage incurred in a wreck on
Highway 121 South two miles north of New Concord Thursday morning.

Reports point to economic recovery

ano

2009 • 9

up hiring.
"People who have already lost
their job are having incredible difficulty' finding a job." Dan
Greenhaus, an economist at
Miller Tabak. said in a rec.ew_11
note Thursday.
A big problem is that companies
lack confidence in the strength
and sustainability of the recovery.
FedEx Corp.. for example,
offered a tepid outlook Thursday'
for the quarter that ends in
January. The package delivery
company expects the recovery to
continue next year. But FedEx
questioned whether demand for
its services will stay strong after
the peak holiday-shipping season.
Stocks fell on concerns about a
still-weak job market and after
FedEx's forecast fell short of
expectations. In mid-afternoon
trading. the Dow Jones industrial
average was down 98 points, or
about 0.9 percent. Broader stock
averages also fell.
The Conference Board said its
index of leading economic indicators rose 0.9 percent last month.

up from 0.3 percent in October.
The Labor Department's repon
The latest reading beat the 0.7 on unemployment claims
said the
percent rise that economists surnumber of new claims rose to
veyed by Thomson Reuters had
480.000 last week. up 7.000 from
expected.
The board forecasts econoia.4% the previous week, That WA*:
activity by measuring claims for worse performance than the
unemployment aid, stock pnces. decline to 465,000 that econoconsumer expectations, building mists had expected.
permits for private homes. the
But the four-week average
money supply and other data. dipped to 467.51)0. the 15th
Improvements in financial condi- straight decline.
By comparison,
tions. housing permits and the
jobless claims peaked this year at
labor market boosted the index,
674,000 in March. The improvesaid Conference Board economist
ment is seen as a sign that job cuts
Ataman Ozyildirim.
Some analysts cautioned that are slowing and that hiring could
the eighth consecutive gain in the pick up early next year. boosting
index of leading indicators was the economy.
overstating the economy's underAnalysts saj, initial claims for
lying strength.
jobless aid would need to fall to
Ian Shepherdson, chief U.S. about 4250)0
for several weeks
economist at High Frequency.
to signal the economy is beginEconomics, noted that the index
ning to add jobs.
did not adequately reflect smaller
The government said that the
companies.
"The index takes no account of number of people continuing it,
the dire state of the small business receive regular benefits rose by
sector, which ... remains in deep 5.000 to 5.19 million for the week
recession." he said.
ending Dec. 5.

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP1 —
Gov. Steve Beshear says
Kentucky will receive technical
assistance to help develop and
Implement d state Early
Childhood Advisory Council.
"The governor says the assistance will come from the
National
Governors
Association's Center for Best
Practices. &shear says the partnership will build a strong foundation to promote healthy' and
successful
lives
among
Kentucky's youngest residents.

Earlier this year. Beshear
formed a task force on early
childhood development and
education.
That task force will receive a
v.isit early next year from policy
experts from the National
Governors Association center
and from a nonprofit group that
helps efforts to improve the
lives of infants and toddlers.
The visit will help the state in
developing the Early. Childhood
Advisory Council.

State jobless rate
falls in November

Fort Campbell unit retums
home for holidays

FRANKFORT. Ky.(API
Kentucky's unemployment rate
fell to 10.6 percent in
November amid signs that the
state's economy is becoming
more stable.
Last month's preliminary
rate fell 0.7 percent from a
revised 11.3 percent figure in
October, according to the state
Office of Employment and
Training. Its chief labor market
analyst. Justine Detzel. said
Thursday that an increase in
part-time workers contributed
to the lower jobless rate.
The statewide jobless rate in
November 2008 was 7.2 percent.

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP) — Soldiers from an aviation brigade for the 101 st
Airborne Division are finishing
their
deployment
to
Afghanistan just in time for the
holidays.
A ceremony on Fnday recognize% the retum of the I 59th
Combat Aviation Brigade to
Fort Campbell. Ky., on the
Tennessee state line.
Many of the soldiers from
the division will be home for
the holidays this year with
plans to start deploying early
next year.

KYsER LOUGH/Ledger 8, Trnes
MID-WEEK ACCIDENT: An accident without Injury occurred
at 11:40 a.m. Wednesday in front of Fidalgo Bay on Highway
641 North. Stelios Hadjiloizo was turning left onto 12th Street
from Payne Street in a red Volvo when he was struck in the
right rear wheel by a Pontiac Grand Prix, pictured, headed
south being dnven by Sarah Po!ivick, it was reported.
Hadjiloizo had two passengers. Russell Van Horne and
Androulla Genethliou. and Polivick had one passenger.
Bobby Miller. The Murray Fire Department and Murray Police
Department rewonded and temporarily restricted southbound traffic to one lane.
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The only gift under the tree that can

Cut down the tree.
/ The Calloway County
7 Alliance for Substance
Abuse Prevention
GREAT
VALUE

wishes you a safe, sober,
spiritfilled holiday season.

BG BS
HANDHELD BLOWER

MS 170 CHAIN SAW
14' bar

*
Sober Spirit.
Life at its best. Add nothing.
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MS 290 STIHL FARM BOSS

Easy-to-use. well-balanced
trimmer for homeowner
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Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

WWW.CCaSap.COM
www.faceprojectorg

762-7332
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Get Geared Up'

REAL MEN WEAR CHAPS.
GET STIHL PROTECTED

Are you readyforaSTIHL?

Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street• Murray
270-753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.net
Holiday gitt ideas start at

STIHLdealers.com
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Monument
lifted from
Cleopatra's
buried city

AP Photo/The Leaf-CtIronocle. Jake Lowery

FORT CAMPBELL BABIES: This December photo shows Zachary Summers, 3, center, kissing his new baby sister, Alexis, who was born at Blanchfield Army Community Hospital. Fort
Campbell. to the proud parents of Emily and Josh. Blanchfield Army Community Hospital is
in the early stages of another baby boom, but doctors there say the temporary increase in
births will probably become more consistent.

Bandaged Berlusconi leaves
Italian hospital after attack
By ARIEL DAVID

His attacker, identified as 42year-old Massimo Tanaglia.
ROME (AP) — Four days remains in a Milan prison.
after being attacked at a political
Berlusconi. who is fending off
rally. Italian Premier Silvio a sex scandal and legal troubles,
Berlusconi was whisked away had previously lamented that he
from a Milan hospital with his was the target of a "climate of
face covered in bandages. an hatred.- His injuries stirred pubunusual sight from a politician lic sympathy but groups praisand media mogul long obsessed ing Tartaglia mushroomed on
with controlling his image.
Facebook after the attack.
The grim-looking Berlusconi
Berlusconi said in a statement
vt•aved weakly to photographers released by his office that he
as he entered his car 'Thursday. a would go on "with rnore
stark contrast to the premier's strength and determination than
usually ebullient appearances before.
, filled with broad smiles and
"I will remember two things
.. autograph signings.
about these days: the hatred of a
Dunng one such foray into a few and the love of many, many
crowd Sunday,a man with a his- Mims.- the statement said.
tory ot psychological problems
Though different in character,
: hurled a souvenir statue of Berlusconi's bnef appearance
Milan's cathedral into the pre- outside the hospital still felt
. mier's
face.
breaking staged to project an image of
Berlusconi's nose and two teeth. dignity' and martyrdom. said
The 73-year-old leader, who Maria Laura Rodota. a political
has used plastic surgery and hair and social commentator for
transplants to keep a fresh look d.aily newspaper Corriere della
on his perma-tanned visage, Sera.
sponed a large bandage that
"He remains a great stage
covered part of the left side of man," Rodota said. "This
, his face and his nose as he left Berlusconi who leaves the hos• the San Raffaele hospital.
pital looking like the Shroud of
Associated Press Writer

Turin is a well-calculated
scene."
The bloodied and bandaged
Berlusconi was already becoming a household image for
Italians, and not just through the
media. At the historic street
market in Naples that sells
handmade figurines for nativity
scenes, the latest addition was a
statuette depicting the injured
premier.
Known for his seemingly
boundless energy, Berlusconi
was ordered by his doctors to
cancel or reduce public appearances through the Christmas
season.
A Cabinet meeting in Rome
was held without the premier's
presence. Berlusconi was also
skipping the last days of the climate change conference in
Copenhagen.
"This could be hard for a man
who gets revved up with thousands of activities." Rodota
said. "It could damage his
morale."
On the other hand, it could be
a chance to work on his appearance and emerge as good as
new, she said.

By KATARDIA KRATOVAC
Associated Press Wnter
ALEXANDRIA, Egypt
(AP) — Archaeologists on
Thursday hoisted a 9-ton
temple pylon from the
waters of the Mediterranean
that was pan of the palace
complex of the fabled
Cleopatra before it became
submerged for centuries in
the harbor uf Alexandria.
The pylon, which once
stood at the entrance to a
temple of Isis. is to be the
centerpiece of an ambitious
underwater
museum
planned by Egypt to ahowcase the sunken city,
believed to have been toppled into the sea by earthquakes in the 4th century.
Divers and underwater
archaeologists used a giant
crane and ropes to lift the 9ton. 7.4-foot-tall pylon, covered with muck and seaweed, out of the murky
waters. It was deposited
ashore as Egypt's top
archaeologist, Zahi Hawass,
and other officials watched.
'The pylon was part of a
sprawling
palace from
which the Ptolemaic dyettaiy
ruled Egypt and where 1st
Century
B.C.
Queen
Cleopatra wooed the Roman
general Marc Antony before
they both committed suicide
after their defeat
by
Augustus Caesar.
The temple dedicated to
Isis. a pharaonic goddess of
fertility and magic.,is at least
2,050 years old, but archaeologists believe it's likely
much older. The pylon was
cut from a single slab of red
granite quarried in Aswan.
some 700 miles (more than
L100 kilometers) to the
south, officials said.
"Ilie cult of Isis was so
powerful. it's no wonder
Cleopatra chose to make her
living quarters next 'to the
temple,- said coastal geoarchaeologist
Jean-Daniel
Stanley of the Smithsonian's
National Museum of Natural
History.
Egyptian authorities hope
that eventually the pylon
will bec.ome a part of the
underwater museum.

Come See Our
Christmas,
Winter Merchandise
at Accessories

"Pamper Your Pet"
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603 Maio St. • Murray, KY 42071 •(270)753-7522
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
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214 N. 15te St Murray
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(2'70) 761-4444
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11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Police,Shedif, MU Logs
Murray Police Department
- A cnminal mischief report was taken at 9:33 p.m Nov. 26 at
518 South Seventh St.
A theft report was taken :at 1 38 pin Nov. 27 at 1505
Diuguid Dr.
- A cnminal mischiet report was taken at 3:34 p.m. at 503
Maple St.
- A shoplifter was reported at 3:42 p.m. at 200 North 12th St
• A burglary report was taken at 9:02 p.m. at 104 Welch Dr.
- A cnminal mischief report was taken at 11.35 p.m. at
Highway 641 South and Tabbard after someone reported
children in a ditch throwing stuff at vehicles
• A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 2.24
a.m. Nov. 28 at 5653 Highway 641 South.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 9.31
p.m. at 641 South and 464.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 4,15 p.m. at 110
Spruce St. after someone reported windows broken out of a
c.ar,
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 4:46 p.m. at the station atter someone reported damage to a vehicle.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 11:44 p.m. at 1808
Monroe Ave. after someone reported a broken windshield.
- A cnminal mischief report was taken at 10.58 a.m. Nov. 29
at the police station atter a woman reported that some boys
approximately 10 to 12 years old had climbed her trees. scattered raked leaves and dug up the yard.
- A report for a,theft in progress was taken at 12:02 p.m. on
15th St. atter a caller reported seeing someone steal tires
from Holland Auto Sales.
- A criminal mischiof report was taken at 7:06 p.m. at 107
North 12th St. atter someone reported that a male subject hit
his hand with a truck.
- A burglary report was taken at 9:46 p.m. at 1421 Campus
Suites.
- A theft report was taken at 12:25 p.m. Nov. 30 at Wal-Mart
was:
epotriPth
Norrth
t9
heft
tA8O
taken at 1:49 p.m. at the station atter
someone reported a computer stolen from a car.
- A fraud report was taken at 2:58 p.m. Dec. 1 at the station.
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 9:42 p.m. at Murphy
USA.
- A burglary report was taken at 12:53 a.m. Dec. 2 at the station.
- A theft report was taken at 1.18 a.m. at 1003 Northwood Dr.
atter someone reported stolen medication.
- A cnminal mischief report was taken at 1:43 p.m. at 100 Fox
Meadows Dr. atter someone reported criminal mischief to a
trailer.
- A theh report was taken at 2:52 p.m. at the station after
someone who now lives in Mayfield reported a stolen food
stamp card.
- A rnotor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 7:06
p.m. on 641 North trl front of Walrnan.
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Winter storm warning
for eastem Kentucky
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) —
The National Weather Service
is issuing a winter storm warning for much of eastem
Kentucky' with heavy snow
possible this weekend.
A strengthening low pressure system moving along the
Gulf Coast on Friday will bring
rain that will gradually change
to snow by the evening with the
heaviest snovv likely to fall
overnight. Accumulations of 4
to 10 inches are predicted
mainly east of line from Inez to
Jackson to London, with 2 to 4
inches expected elsewhere.
Difficult travel conditions
are expected with possible
power outages due to heavy,
wet snow.
One to 2 inches of snow are
expected for areas east of a line
Frankfort
from
to
Tompkinsville. Areas around
Lexington down to Liberty and
eastward are expected to see
accumulations of around 3
inches.
Additional accumulations
are possible overnight Saturday
before snow exits the region by.
Sunday morning.
Central Kentucky could also
see some snow showers and
light accumulation, especially
in the north.

Aide quits Paul's
Senate campaign
after blog post
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
A campaign aide to Republican
U.S. Senate hopeful Rand Paul
resigned Thursday after racist
images linked to the staffer -including a lynching photo and
epithet — appeared on a political blog.
Christopher
Hightower
stepped down abruptly as campaign coordinator after a
Kentucky blog called Barefoot
and Progressive showed the
racist images that it says were
posted
on
Hightower's
My•Space page.
Hightower. who had been
with Paul's campaign since its
outset. adamantly denied any
connection to the images, and
the campaign said he didn't
post them. The black-and-white
image of a person dangling
from a tree linked to Hightower
was posted on the site by' a
commentator identified as only
"D," according to the blog.
The campaign called the
images "reprehensible- and
said they "have no place in civil
discourse.-
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Twitter briefly blocked by hackers

Ormiliout It.• Meow •753-2571 • www.merreyliamsentivele.ceei
- 11 pm
,740
?4,0 ia4e.- p.aa.• krt.,,

NEW YORK(AP)— Hackers
briefly blocked access to the
popular Internet messaging
service Twitter, steering traffic
to another Web site where a
group reponedly calling itself
the "Iranian Cyber Armyclaimed responsibility.
Users trying to reach Twitter
carly Friday were redirected to a
Web page that CNN reported
had a picture of a green flag and
it message that said, "This site
has been hacked by the Iranian
Cyber Army.There was no evidence the
hackers are actually linked to

Iran. Web sites like Twitter and
Facebook helped bnng attention
to the Iranian opposition during
the country's crackdown after
its June elections, with users
posting
minute-by-minute
updates and amateur video.
Twitter later Fnday posted a
message on its blog that said its
Domain Name Systems' records
"were temporanly compromised but have now been
fixed." The site says it will
update with more details "once
we've investigated more fully."
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I would like to take this
opportunity to say thank you
to my spe-ciai friends, Pete and
Joy Waldrop, for hosting a
party in my honor last week.
Thanks to all the relatives and
friends who were there to celebrate this birthday milestone
with me. Everyone's best
wishes, pictures and stories
from the past were enjoyed by
an. Also, thanks to others that
remembered me with cards
and phone calls. Special
thanks also to Billy Kennedy
and the MSU basketball tearn
for the card signed by the
entire team.
Bennie Purcell
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record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery Interested persons should
come by and pick up cin application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave
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CAN'T be at home war
your child dunng the
day? Let me offer you
THE
NEXT
BEST
THING. State certified
home dayc.are provider
with 8 years experience References provided For more information call
270-705-218A
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When av-cessing the
heip wanted • section
on our classifieds
.ebPsie
murrayledger corn
you will be redirected
to yobnetwork COM
By default.
Murray and local iob
listings wdl appear on
this website
However. as a national
*thane, nor all hennas
on the iobnetwort com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regardmg
the Murray area
se Wow Thank you
THE
C.A
Jones
Management Group is
now hiring for the following positions: Data
Entry Desks. Snipping
Clerks and Receiving
Clerks
Please submd resume
to
careers0chucluones
net 0( appry in person
at 306 Andrus Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
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' LOST Black & tan Mel
Pin. male, last seen
12/11/09 in Irvin Cobb
Resort area Joyce
436-2022

AGNES'S
Cleaning
Service Residential.
Business.
Expenenced .
refer.
ences available Call
for estimate Insured &
Bonded 556-4287

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Larrv

WARD-ELKINS
hEIC E Smell 12tli St

BUYING old U S Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 121h,
Murray.
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUrTARS,
AMPS & PEDALS.
(270)339-4092

MOON

For Isle
303 British rine w/bayonet Norinco SKS
w/bayonet, bandolier.
cleaning kit, extra
plastic stock, like new
Also. 1898 Russian
bolt action rifle
7 62X54R caliber
Priced io sex
(270)227-6237
DIAMOND
engagement and wedding nng
set, 1 carat six-prong
WG round solitaire
$3500 obo 759-4191
GHEAI (mai! Elements
Gift Card with $190.80
Can be purchased for
only $160.00! Over
13000 savings Call
270-293-1400
LATE
model
Dell
Laptop, fully loaded
wrth Windows XP Pro
& office pro sofhvare,
also a new virus program. $345.00.
436-5933
POWER
CHAIR
$2.000. 293-5745.
THE Wilson family
Cookbooks are here
and ready for pock-up.
Need a last minute
Christmas VP
Glenda-753-3110.

details "once
d more fully...

Nina/

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
330.00 3 months- *anise delivery 753-1916

viammv
VISA
111N111=IM

at
Due to the Christmas
holiday some of our
classified deadlines
have changed:

(210)753-1713
E4tilgeent

06 Montana tractor
38HP, only 190 hrs
loader, 4-wheel dnve
synchro-mesh trans.
like new, $11,500.
270-293-3792.
270-489-2898.
210

2BR w/appliances,
partial utilities paid.
$350/per-month +
deposit. 752-0456
2BR. 2BA, 127 Weich
Dr appliances furnished, nice, $475/mo
+ deposit
(270)345-2777
2BR, 2BA. garbage.
water & cable included,
5600 month, 1 year
lease, 104 Park St.
753-9479
ask
for
Debbie Mac or 7591509 ask for Steve
after 5:00pm.

3BR. 2BA duplex on
Cambridge 2, CHA,
appliances $720/mo
[
nr"g°1
with first and last
293-24137 Firewood
month
rent.
270
Referencet and lease
Noble hens For Ws] required. No pets.
731-446-6972,
731-536-5210
2008 Yamaha TTR
50E dirt bike, almos
4BR, C/H/A, all applinew $650 753-5165
ances Coleman RE
753-9898
liceiss For Rent
Callowa) Garden
Essex Downs
2-SEDP0.0M. I -Bat!
Apartments
16X60, Hvry 94 East,
1505 Dolph] Dm c
$350/Mo. $350/dep
Murray, KY 42071
(270)293-1837
One and Iwo
Bedoewn Apartment,,
270-7534556
TDO I-800.545-1W
1 OR 2br apts. nea
Est. 213
rifterrtnern
- f--,
/..
,yr.s/ -6
Lease and deposi
EXCEPTIONALLY
required 753-4109
nice, large 1 bedroom
1BR duplex, C/HA. all
with all appliances
appliances furnished
including washer &
including w/d. no pets
dryer Call
$350 month 402-B N.
(270)759-5885 or
8th 436-2731
(270)
293-7°65
1BR, all appliances.
LARGE 2BR. 2 full
1619-D
Chns
Dr.
baths, all appliances.
$350+deposit
C/H/A, lawn service
753-4219.
227-5173
1BR, price reduced,
LARGE 3BR apt.
various
locations.
newly remodeled. on
Coleman RE
campus. C/H/A, W&D.
753-9898.
$600 water. sewage &
2BR duplex, C/H/A,
trash furnished no
various locations
pets.759-4696.
Coleman RE
293-4600
753-9898
SPACIOUS 2BR
2BR duplex, w/appliupstairs apartment in
ances & carport, no
Mayfield All new applipets. Call 227-7414
ances. gas heat. $550
2BR near MSU, applimonthly. $550 deposit
ances
furnished, includes gas bill &
C/H/A. Coleman RE
garbage pickup.
753-9898
(270)804-8822

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Nesvly
remodeled Large deck
with great view We.
refrigerator.
stove
Very
quiet All utilities paid
:ocluaing
electric
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

L

9

There will not be a paper printed on
Friday December 25th.
1-BEDROOM house
$425
month.
2Bedroom house $525
month. 2/0-978-7381
or 270-978-7382.

MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES

1-BEDROOM, living,
chning-kachen. deck,
stove. ref. wa/dry
Redecorated. Private,
near hosprtal. Parking.
No pets. Deposit/lease.
$425/mo 753-a585
2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109
2BR brick, appliances
furnished No pets
753-0728, 994-3308
2BR, stove & refngerator, dw, w/d hook-up,
C/H/A. $550/mo, 1 yr,
lease, 1 month depot:1.
No pets. 753-2259,
270-527-8174.
NEAR MSU. 2BR.
IBA, CHA, all appliances. $450. no pets.
ref.
*deposit. 753-1059
SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
from crty
DePOSI1
& Lease No pets
$395
753-6156
360
Mors"Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

HOUSE FOR SALE

Rens
J&L RENTAIS
1401-STORAGE
720 S. 4'111 ST.

I

16%101;25
21 '...16
0:1;4 MO
270i 43e-2524
.2704 2/3-6,06

New 1,800 square foot home in great location
off 641 North wrth easy access to Murray and
Benton 3 bedrooms, 2-1/2 baths, 2 car garage.
cey water, pacuz.zi tub. appliances. paved drive.
central HA. Priced to sell $139.500
Call (270)293-6222

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate controi
storage
•Securrty alarmed
*Safe & clean
/We sell boxesl
Asie rent U-Hauts.
753-9600

Murray Ledger & Tates Fair
Hassles Art Notes

AKC Registered Boxer
puppies. 1 male, 1
female. First shots,
wormed. vet checked.
Parents on srte. $350.
Call (270)589-7952

KEY MINI

WAREHOUSES

..ktimon

under Inle.al 6.

Murray KY 42071
270-753-5562

It

•••••
9999

* *
* *
1140WrioDAY
* 1101.11110111 *
I

Give a gift subscription to the
*

HAY-

mixed grass
$3.00ibale. 7531287.

*

e
e

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES*

Home Delivery

3on.$35.00
6 no..-.-.- $63.00
1 }T. ----MOM

6 me. ......

e

Local Mall

I )T.

‘1,1

11 1

4-PLEX 281 Native
Circle. Benton $1.760
gross monthly mnt.
Must sell $180,000
oho 978-1644.

Rest of KY/TN

e

3 roo

ON BEA
S
vIZR
...INA
•111111G
illiE
i
24/7 suU
rvemance
nit•• C/Ima
.Etoec
e Ctroici
ntty/
1112 insitsets Awe.

$7030

1 yr..-......-$120.00
I Check

7

3BR, 2.58A, bnck,
2,800+ sq. ft., 5 years
old, 5 acres. Lynn
Grove area. 435-4687

For Further avintarke with Fair
Flousai Adverhung require
rnenh. ,ontart NA A (. ounw I
Rene P 411arn 17011 r,an- I

MINIATURE
Dachshund puppies. 2
Neck & tan- 1 boy, 1
girl. 2 red- 1 boy, 1 girt.
Ready r vow 753-6619.

"IA 4 wi
\

3BR, 1BA investment
rental
house. 713
Sycamore.
Murray
S550 gross monthly
rent. $6d,000 obo.
978-1644.

.te wdl knowIngtv accept an,
vertwans for reale:tate whbch
o tn vvoistroo or de la. Al
pe,,n• ..ire beret, informed
that a:, dwel
advertred are
tv/adattle tto ar tn.Nal opporhanen ba.e.

COLLIE mix puppies,
ready for Chnstmas.
$35.00. 753-1159
293-1017

WEENED pigs
65x00 pounds. $40.00.
Hazel. KY 492-8480
after 5 00

2BR,
2BA
2-car
garage, brick, excellent
condition & neighborhood. 1402 Cardnial
Dr., Murray. Reduced
$120,000 obo.
978-1644.

State laws(odd drcnrnrnahon
'II the sale. rental or advertising
ot real estate based on lector% m

CHIHUAHUA pups
$100,Yodue pup small
male $225
270-748-5575

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
G&C
STORAGE 851r1
PROPANE
119 E kAain
1270) 753-6266
Cell: (270)293-4183
9 a m - 4 m. M-F

2007 Calumet Way
4BR, 3 5BA, see
online at:
2007calumehvay.com
762-0106

A:I real entate adverhsed hen,
subterf tu the Federal FAIT
1-kuarng Act. whet+ nukes It
tbegal h, adlertvw an,. preference. l.rnitabon
.11.1.-nrnina
hoo based on ria :olot re!,
port. tn. handwap. tamthal staIle. or nabonal own, trften
boo to make any leach preferences Itmetahore or doscrmrtahoo

CORGI/JACK Russell
puppies. 8-wks.-old.
Wonderful family pets.
$65. 227-8627

I

el

A

•Thursday, December 24th
deadline is Tuesday
December 22nd at 1PM
• Saturday December 26th
deadline is Wednesday
December 23rd at 11AM
• Monday December 28th
deadline is Wednesday
Dec. 23rd at 5:00PM

PLEAfE Illf)?HONE CALLS
•

LE, Ky.(AP)-

ared on a politi-

1k41.1p.s.
Nte.5 pin
%di gut
Dim 11 a.m.
Mut 1 p.m,

`4c
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *I -800-648-6056

NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Mtnimal Hours • Monthly Pay

t 12:02 p m. on

le station after

Tuesciro
IltiOnran

060
Warded

IMMEDIATE OPENING'

)one steal tires

al mischief to a

A,

`•

SOAR

that some boys

p.m. at 100 Fox

3rref --Frilltn.

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 1.50 eac h
Additional Consecutive Days: 1.12 per word per day.
1 1;
ha Smart Saver \1, r
la,,,fieds go into Smart Saver)
rise
to 1,0,1

i8 a.m. Nov. 29

I Northwood Dr.

ROIL&

loner

To Awe Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
at
.gtop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

p m. at the stalicle.

30 at Wal-Mart

0 DEADLINES

49 Other Nisi'
Subscriptions
475.00
6 mo.
yr. -...-.$14.5.00

Money Order

Visa

1VC

Name
I St. Address
I
City
Zip
S
Dth
ayt
teime Ph.
Mad this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call i270) 753-1916
a

CLASSIFIEDS

12 • 1- ridas. 1)eceniber 18, 2009

Horoscope

460
Novara For Sok

L

HOUSE
8-acres
recently remodeled
kitchen with new cab',
nets. counter tops.
appliances. walk-out
basement. bam wpastore
Close to town
and only 15min from
Lake
Kentucky
from
Reduced
$199.000 to $169.900
270-293-7252 lOr
additionai information

•

L&M
LAWN MEOW

Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping
Leal Vacuuming
Satraaction searanteed

753-1E16 722
getrys Estimate
0
arpe:
0 Cm
.GcA2
02Fa
RDIABLE
7F0
-964

\1 1

Vil'Aki I 1

1 \\

\i

• umiak & pr.ial
• localh 0%pol/operated

769-1151 • 293-2783
193-2784
liamilton Granite
& %1arbli. *
3301 St. at 121N

753-11087
elinPgorches
ee
°cI
ned
:S
Rcerm

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
kis erfield Lstates.
SBC Real Property
Professionals
293-7871

We Buy Houses!
Inunodukte
Debt Relief!
'
Selling pii Estate
In Fore.;losure?
Lcx.al Mune Buyer,
Can Help'
No Cosi To You
No Equity OK

761HOME.COM
(X70)761-HOME

itoe.Lit
•Water & Termite
Damage
•H
•Dom
eckes, Mobile Horne
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
Carpentry Const.
New homes, Additions.
Remodel. Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
S
niodin
ofig
n9
,
Decks,
. Mobile Home
r.53
e3
pa2i3
7
R5
All

Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured

roue

litotorcycles & ATV s

L__
2002 Yamaha Grizzly,
660. 4x4, ultramatic,
reaitree camo, many
extras. excellent condition $4.600 474-8666
490
Used Cars

HOLLAND
11 TOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotersales tom'
270-753-4461
2006 Chevy Impala LT,
white. excellent condition. moon-roof, CDpayer. power seats &
windows. 54.000miles, 510,000
437-4289
2002 Honda Civic,
app.-100,000 miles,
4.10or automatic
w,,CD. tilt. cruise. factory silver paint, electnc windows and mirrors Great gas
mileage. Excellent
condition. 1-owner.
293-3215,
2002 Nissan Maxima
6-COchanger, moonroot. rear-spoiler,
136.000-miles. $7,995
(270)293-7888
1996 Honda Accord
EX, automatic, 4 cyl.,
GC, 209.xxx. runs
good. sunroof, good
tire. $2.200 obo.
759-4191

AD
COULD • Dc
HERE -FOR
-AMY STS.00
.• A MONTH .
CALL. 7534916

ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION repair
& maintenance on
doors & operators
Residential & commercial Locally owned &
operated 293-2357.
435-4049
0 BRYAN

TREE
& DEBRIS
• I orally OVVIA '
ant operafeit
• f ton Fclini.e.
• •
Ins
270-703402'r
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-it's

11111 Electric

• Repairs • Decks

Since 19S6
24 moua sanvica
Res Coni & Ind
Licensed & Insured
I All
- big or small

pressure washed
stained
(270) 436-2228
•

753-9562
270-978-5655
270-759-9295
Deer Accident, etc
Call Boggess Body
Shop
Where your insurance
agents go. Since 1970
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
insured. Emergency
293-1118

PDoI Table GiTy\
20 Yea•s Exaenence
Fool Tatra Bougnt Sold
Serviced and Ikved
731-819-4655
Aldridge McCurston
Rooting Co
15.•gear,s min
Licensed contractor
•. Fre.e Estimates
.
r: 7(

'
_

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work
Dokti „Own

David's Home
improvement
1.1.(
Water Damageo Foors
Braces & Floor Jasts
Remodeling & Piumang

• Fn."!

Will C.o Insuranc* Work
Vlsa & Mastet'r-at Aco7pled

270-703-2016
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

Used Trades

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
Tree
YEARRY S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

L____
(270) 227-9212

1987 Dodge Dokota
6cyl. automatic. new
tires.
runs
good.
Perfect work truck,
Clean tine Sell or
trade. $900 obo.
270-978-9034.

FREE
PICK UP

KITTENS tree to good
home 2 grey tabbies.
2 Black & White
227-4032

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

270-293-5624

DRYWALL repair &
Painting Free estimates 270-873-9916

F. r
::

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming. removal.
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839.

r

Call us ws will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger
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Murray

by Jacqueline Skier •

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Saturday, Dec. 19, 2009:
This year. you open up to
new possibilities that up till
now have eluded you. More
than ever before. friends.
nieetings or groups of people
play a significant role in supporting you in fulfilling one
of your key goals. The unexpected causes unanticipated
ripples through your life. If
you are single, you meet people with ease. Develop a
friendship along with the
romantic relationship. That
intenwining might be critical
to the success of the relationship. If you are attached. the
two of you, through becoming more community oriented
and social, actually add
another link to your bond.
AQUARIUS makes a great
friend.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day
You'll Have: 5Dynamic; 4-Positive: 3Average: 2-So-so: I -Difficult

quickly if you aren -t carefui

from someone for a long
time. Just pick up the phone
and say "hi." There is a sense
of gomg ovemoard right now
You can scarcely resist acting
on that sense of abundance.
Tonight: Visit with friends.

Someone might be acting
unpredictably Tonight Clear
out as much as possible.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Make a loved one. a
new friend and/or a child a
high pnonty. Not that you act
to receive, but you will get
back
in
multiples.
Understanding evolves and
trust builds. A brainstorming
session points to another way
of handling complications.
Tonight: Let your hair down.
Be yourself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Stay close to home. In
fact, you might be throwing a
party or two. Let go and relax
with those you care about.
Whether it is partaking in
eggnog or adding a few decorations to your tree. enjoy
the holiday pace and innate
caring. Tonight: Don't forget
the mistletoe.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
**** You could be going
overboard with spending,
especially if you are trying to
pick up some last-minute
gifts. A sense ot indulgence
naturally comes from you at
this time of year Just don't
make some irreparable damages Tonight: Your treat.

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Perfection is rarely

Magician Cnss Angel (1967)
actress Amy Locane (1971)
conservationist
Richard'
Leakey (1944)

Jacqueline Bigar ts on the
Internet at www.JacqueIlneblgarcom.

to stabilize a situation by handling a long-overdue change.
You'll find stability when you
detach from the here and
now. Emotions often color situations far more than you
realize. Tonight: Follow the
music.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Know when enough

emony if you haven't heard

ifAL
44,

4.0

Aft*ill

BORN TODAY

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18)
**** You seem to be able

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Dec. 21)
***** Don't stand on cer-

Aar VG
,

is enough If you are feeling
under the weather. make it
OK. You simply cannot be
everywhere all at once.
Accept what is true for yoo
ana honor your well-being,
Tonight. You don't have to
explain where or who you
have been with

Siti

To find

out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the

is& ..
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reached. Aim high, but also
know what it is you want and
expect. Surround yourself
with friends, and you might
enjoy yourself far more than
you
thought
possible.
Tonight: Excitement starts
from nothing.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
-A A
yuu are
throwing the party or are the
centerfold, much goes on
around you. How you handle
a situation that has unusual
pressure and attachment
could be important. A friend
might be acting strangely.
Tonight: Leader of the gang.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
***** If you can take off
for a mini weekend retreat,
please do. Some of you
might escape the here and
now by relaxing and choosing
a different type of weekend
escape. Going to a holiday
concert also could be nice.
Tonight: Just allow your mind
to venture out.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Relate to others
directly. Your attention and
thought will be greatly appreciated no matter what. A
change of plans or forthcoming news could surprise you.
If you are single, a very exotic stranger could enter your
life. Tonight: Togetherness iS
the theme.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Let others make
the first move. You have
many options that appear out
of the blue. Listen to suggestions that come forward. A
key associate or loved one
could act strangely. Carina
flows more easiIy. Tonight:
Only where people are.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Get as much done as
possible, especially as others
will try to drop this errand or
that little job on you. You
could be out of sorts very
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Book Your Holiday Parties in Our
Private Meeting Room!

!many to Inv
In 1944
the U.S. S

LivS Music Thursdays!
Lunch Specials Now Available:

Six Meale Under Six Dollars!
(belote sales tax!
Dine In or Corry Out
Mon.- Sat. I I a.m.- Midnight • 759-8866 • 100S Arcadia Circle
www.b1gopplemurroy.com
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27(3-753-1916
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41/9 2009 Nissan Versa 1.8S

692010 Nissan Altima 2.5;

$13,9138*
i_4 1 The Murray Ledger & Times
wants you to share your
;
tri
HMAC
CAS14
*1 3,988'
photographs of people in
our community at work, : 459 2010 Nissan Sentra 2.0
at school and at play.
: $15,4
88* 11/11-9°
' .diard111111k -‘
.
! ti hen tun ;uhrnit
Jo, ou,
7
in the Community
i.
-mansi;:adile.,..
page please include the e%t•nt, the date. place. organiiation
"ho
us group. as t%ell as the name ot eves vone in the photo Onh
:
certain number ot photos twIl appear because ot space
rot cruise
:
'1 5,488'
Thete is no guarantee a submission win be published
:
47
2010 Nissan Titan
$5 000 Cash Rebate
till.07S WARP

50C :ISAAC Casco-7a, Cast.
- 1,250 Nissan Rst7stre*
Pfernief Discount
-

urn.- trs,
7'.

YO
SOO
1 000
SS2

.7

0%

::

Auto AC PVV PL
SKie Impact kr Bogs

S20,795 MSRP
- 1.000 Nissan Rebate
- 807 Premier Discount

s18,988"
* 1(
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COMICS / FEATURES

Looking Back
10 years ago
ship International tor students
Published is a picture ol workthroughout the United States durers at Murray -Calloway County
ing the Christmas holidays.
Hospital for Wellness Center ConBirths reported include a boy
struction site measunng of rein- to
Dr. and Mrs. Charles S Robertforcements rods as they lay: the son Jr
. Oct 30.
foundation for the ongoing con40 years ago
.struction The photograph was
), Boatswain's Mate Third
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Class Donald Blalock. son of
Kane
Mr and Mrs Nelson Blakick of
Births reported include girl to Murray.
. is serving aboard the
Ernesto and Meg Urnsley, NOV. guided
missile fugate USS Leahy
30. a boy to Jimmy and Chnsta with
the United States Navy.
Cole and a boy to Dan and
Murray State University RacLeona Colson, Dec. 8.
ers won 112-71 over William Penn
Calloway County High Schixil College in
a basketball game.
Lakers lost 52-37 arid CCHS Lady Ron
Williams was high scorer
Lakers won 58-45 in basketball tor the
Racers.
games with Mayfield Cardinals
Births reported include a boy
and Lady Cardinals. High S4:01'- to Mr and
Mrs. William Peyers for Calloway were Mike Turn- ton. Dec
14; and a girl to Mr.
er for boys and Tiffany' Lassiter and Mrs.
Harry L. Austin and a
for girls.
boy to Mr. and Mrs Donnie
, 20 years ago
Harnson. Dec 15.
. Rick and Stacy Murdock of
50 years ago
Calloway County have returned
Murray: wil be host to three
from a trip to Washington, D.C., out-of-town
college teams today
4fter being named one of the and tomorrow
for the College Basthree best soil conservation fam- ketball Tourname
nt. They are
ilies in the nation.They were from Mississippi
State. Baylor arid
awarded top honors at the Nation- Memphis State
for a 3-day perial Conservation Awards Program. od of b-asketball
games.
In high schtx)1 basketball
Births reported at Murray Hosgames Murray Tigers won 69- pital include a boy
to Mr. and
over Calloway' Lakers and
Mrs. Ronald Lockhart. a girl to
Ourray: Lady Tigers won 73-55 Mr. and Mrs. Gerry
Requarth, a
Over Calloway Lady Lakers. High girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard
;tam scorers were Heath Walls Towery and a girl
to Mr. and
4nd Ann Greenfield for the Tiger
Mrs. Radford Hester.
seams and Travis Turner and
60 years ago
tynthia Garland for the CalThe annual Murray Manufacfoway teams.
tunng Company Employee Christ; Mr. and Mrs. Bee Guthrie mas party will be held
at the
fill be married for 50 years Murray State College
AuditoriDec. 23.
um on Dec. 23. Special music
30 years ago
will be presented and Santa Claus
The Calloway County Fiscal will iurrive.
row/. approved
reccirnmndaHazel Duck Derby wiii be
don to accept all Canterbury held Dec. 20 at Hazel
High
tstates streets outside the city lim- School. Music vsill he presented
as. The rive streets are paved by Rhythm Ramblers with Branarid guttered. according to Coun- don Dill. The event will be sponty Judge Robert O. Miller.
sored by the Hazel High Schciol
Baptist churches in Blood
Unit of the Parent-Teacher Assofiver Baptist Association will ciation.
sponsor the 7th annual Friend-

'Oda in History
:
By The Associated Press
; Today. is Friday. Dec. 18, the
”2nd day of 2009. There are 13
aays left in the year.
, Today's Highlight in History:
; On Dec. 18, 1865. the 13th
Amendment to the Conatitution,
abolishing slavery., was declared
in effect by Secretary of State
William H. Seward.
On this date:
In 1787, New Jersey became
the third state to ratify the U.S
Lonstitution.
In 1892, Tchaikovsky's ballet
iThe Nutcracker" publicly premiered in St. Petersburg. Russia.
In 1915. President Woodrow:
Wilson, widowed the year before.
married Edith Bolling Galt at her
Washington home.
In 1940. Adolf Hitler ordered
secret preparations for Nazi Gerrnany to invade the Soviet Union.
In 1944, in a pair of rulings.
U S Supreme Court upheld

the wartime relocation of Japanese-Americans. but also said undeniably loyal Americans of Japanese ancestry could not continue
to he detained.
In 1957, the Shippingport Atomic Power Station in Pennsylvania.
the first public. full-scale commercial nuclear facility to generate electricity in the United States,
Weal i5n Mr
Was' taken out
of service in 1982.)
In 1958, the world's first communications satellite, SCORE. or
Signal Communication by Orbiting Relay Equipment. nickmuned
"Chatterbox... was launched by
the United States aboard an Atlas
rocket.
In 1969. Britain's House of
Lords joined the House of Commons in making perrnanent a 1965
ban on the death penalty for cases
of murder
In 1972. the United States
began hex. bombing of North

Friday. Detember Ili. 2009 • 13

Battle over Christmas menu
turns feast into a food fight '

U

NIS IS TUE fiRST 1%406 VW
itkgq2 \OUT° DD
DAY

r CINT
Awl- To TAIce
atANCES'

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also known
as Jeanne Phillips. and was
founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips.

Tree juice
Class ender
Ocean fish
Rope-a-dope
boxer
13 Passable
14 Maintain
15 Furry friend
16 Worthy of
18 Scoundrel
20 Very large
21 Spooky, maybe
23 Worker's no
24 Reach across
27 New Haven student
29 Feels crummy
33 Make a blunder
34 Decent grade
35 Tie-dyed garment
36 Roused up
38 Cookout plus
39 Border
40 Want —
42 Plumbing bend
44 Lawye 's lob
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You are the dealer, neither side
vulnerable. What would you bid with
each of the following bur hands''
1.•AQ874•Q.18542•A•6
2.•AQJ•MO•KJ7•AKQ4
3.•KO532 V 85•7•AKJ83
4.•1082•AK7•AQ763•K7

opening suggests the possibility of a
slam.
3. Oat club. This follovss the general rule that when opening the bidding, clubs are named before apades
when both suits are of equal length.
This relieves you of any rebid problem, regardless of panner's response
If partner responds with one diaOne spade. This general rule
mond or one heart, you'll bat one
with 6-5 distribution is to hid the spade, then rebid spades at your next
longer suit first. tiut when the high- turn to show a five-card suit fand. by
card content of the hand is close to inference, five or more chills).
minimum and the shoner of two
If you opened with one spade
touching suits is higher-ranking, it instead, you'd he courting trouble.
tisually works out better to name thc Thus, if partner bid two hearts or two
five-card suit first. The reason for the diamonds, you would MN he able to
exception is that two adjoining suits hid your clubs next as this would
should not be bid in reverse order imply greater strength than you have,
with hands that arc relatively weak in
and you could very easily wind up in
high-card strength.
thc v.rong contract.
Change a small heart or the sia of
4. One notrump. Consistent with
clot's to the ace, and the proper open- the pnneiple retia-red to in the second
ing bid would he one hean
question. you should begin with the
2.'Three notrump.
hid shoe,s bid that comes closest to describing
a hand containing 25 or 26 high-card
your hand. One notrump tells partner
points, notrump distribution and
you have 15 to 17 high-card points,
strength in all suits. An opening notrump distribution and scattered
three-notrump bid is one of the most stiength. In one fell swoop, tt
precise calls possible. and it should
describes the nature of your hand and
be strongly preferred whenever all of usually makes it easier for partner to
the aforementioned essential ele- explon: for or place the hest final
ments are present. Naturally, such an contract.
Tomorrow: No communication, no aquee/c
•••

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MUM
MOM 000
MOOM ROOM UOM
MOOOMO OM00010
OMUM0 PMEI
@MOO OMM MOM
MORO MMM MOM
MEI ECM DOM BM
0U0 MOM MEMO
IIIMISOINOWS
"
000MMM MENEM

DOWN
1 Quarterback's
dread
2 Mr. Greenspan
3 Gyro pocket
4 Was an ornen
of
5 Make do with
6 Refrain
syllables
7 Strong alkali
8 Fidel's city
9 Car rental name
10 Where
Canterbury is

3

5

12

13

15

16

18

int

Bidding Quiz

46 Brownish
pigment
50 Formal ball
54 Psyche component
55 Rock star.
maybe
56 Swit co-star
57 Tub
58 Withhold
59 Gaze intently
60 Fabric meas.

1
4
8
12
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Crosswords
ACROSS
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IBM OH '&911

12-1802009 united Feature Syndicate. inc

11 Joule fraction
17 Campers.
maybe
19 — Braun of
rockets
22 Cruise boat
8

0

1

14

1
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PEANUTS

25
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33
I PROBABLY
BE BETTER AT
IT THAN YOU
THOUEM..

DETERMiNATiON
MARCIE I BURN
WITN AN INNER
FIRE'

tumor but without the actual tumor
This form is most commonly seen
in obese women
Pnmary empty sena syndrome
often has no symptoms and doesn't cause a loss of pituitiiry function. If symptoms are present,
they may include erectile dy.function, low libido. irregular or
absent menstruation and occaaional symptoms owing to high pro[actin levels Prolactin is
hormone responsible for mak production and breast development
in women, there is no known
function in men.
Secondary sella syndrome nnay
cause symptoms owing to partial
or complete loss of pituitary-gland
function thypopituitansmi These
symptoms vary depending on
which hormones have been affected but may include fatigue. thirst,
excess unnation, low blood pressure. loss of appetite, constipation, muscle wealmess, headaches,
nausea, weight gain or loss, hoarseness, visual disturbances. a low
tolerance for stress. abdominal discomfort, loss of pubic and underarrn hair, sensitivity to cold/difficulty staying warm, facial puffiness, joint stiffness and more.
Pnmary has no specific treatment If prolactin levels are high
and interfenng with the function
of the ovaries or testes, medication may be prescnbed to bnng
the levels back within range. Treatment of secondary empty. sella
iyndrome involves replacing the
horrnones that are deficient and,
if possible. treating the condition
that caused the destruction of the
gland.
If your daughter has been suffenng from chronic headaches. it
tray be a -Aga that ha; pituititry
gland has been damaged, leading
to hypopitultarism If this is the
case, she should undergo testing
to determine what caused the damage. She might benefit from hormone-replacement therapy. She
should be under the care of an
endocnnologist.

•••

SOD
ALL WOR-K AND
\JO PLAY KAAg5
TACK A R/LL BOY

Dr. Gott

Dear Abby

•
••
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My 45year-old daughter hits had a
headache every day for tiw past
six months and is now being treated for migraines She recently had
an MRI of her brain, which showed
that her pituitary gliuid is empty
What in the world does that mean'
Please help
me to undersnuid
DEAR
READER: I
believe your
daughter
is
suffering
from empty
sella
syndrome This is
a condition in
which
the
pituitary
By
gland shnnks
Dr. Peter Gott or becomes
flattened and
does not show up on MRI scans
The pituitary gland produces
several important hormones that
control other glands within the
body. It is vital to the maintaining normal function of the ovaries,
testicles. thyroid and adrenal
gliulds The ovaries produce the
female homione estrogen The testicles produce the male hormone
testosterone. The thyroid gland produces several hormones that aid
metabolism. The adrenal glands
also produce several life-sustaining hormones. such as cornsol,
which aid stress responses and have
many other functions.
There are two forms of empty
sena syndrome. primary and secondary. Primary occurs when a hole
develops in the pituitary gland
covenng. This allows fluid to get
in and press on the eland
ondary occurs when the gland has
become damaged. This is often
the result of radiation therapy. a
turnor or surgery. It may also be
the result of a condition known
as pseudotumor cerebri, which
causes intracranial pressure to
increase, such as is seen with a

DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I are involved in a power struggle with my brother At Chnstmas sve invite him and his family to our home We try to make
our Christmas dinner fun and
festive, so a lot of planning
goes into the menu

laws moved to town. we
exchanged keys in case of ernergencies. The probiem is they
never call prior to using our
key Although they do nice things.
like dropping off gifts or plants,
when I see something on the
counter that wasn't there before
I left home. I feel invaded. They
Every year. a drop off these 'presents" specifday or two ically when no one is home.
before
the
Abby. they are retired and
eN ent,
my could drop things off when we
brother calls are home and the children can
to ask what's see them and visit with them.
on the menu,
I was taught not to use a
then offers key unless specifically instructhis unwanted ed to do so or for an emeropinion on
gency. My neighbors and I have
what
we called regarding perishables that
should
By Abigail
or need to be dropped off. so why
shouldn't can't family? My husband thinks
Van Buren
serve.
my feelings are off base and
Last year he told me he would- that family is forgiven for
almost
n't be able to enjoy the meal everything. Please advise.
as I
because we weren't serving one am about to change the
locks.
of the items he feels is "tradi- -- INVADED IN MISSISSI
PPI
tional" in our family.. He says
DEAR INVADED: Before
he's family so he's entitled to changing the locks,
have a chat
make suggestions. When I wa.s with your in-taws and
explain
unwilling to accommodate his that coming home and
finding
"simple" request. he got upset. things that weren't there
when
I'm on the verge of not invityou left makes you uncomforting his family in the future. able. Tell them you
would preWho is right?
OFFENDED fer they not come in without
IN PENNSYLVANIA
giving you pnor notice. Your feelDEAR OFFENDED: You ings are valid, and your
husare. Your brother may be fam- band might feel similarly
if it
ily, but his behavior is childish
was your parents coming in rather
and impolite. When he calls this than his. If your wishes
are disyear and starts the dnII. if he regarded. then change
the locks.
tells you he doesn't think he
will enjoy the meal if he can't
DEAR ABBY: Please settle
dictate the menu. serve him a a dispute between
me and my
dose of reality. Tell him that husband. I became
upset when
your menu is already set and if we were discussing
an idea havhe wants something in addition ing to do with his
job and he
he can prepare it and bring it immediately began texting
it to
with him -- or make other plans. a co-worker. I find
it offensive
when someone looks at his (or
DEAR ABBY: When my in- her) cell phone rather than
at
me while we're talking.
My husband says if you text
someone during a conversation
Vietnamese targets dunng the Vietthat it's not an interruption and
nam War.(The bombardment ended
"it only takes a second.• I say
I I days later.)
texting in the middle of any
Ten years ago: In St. Martinville, La., the last of the federconversation is rude, regardless
al in-migration detainees who'd
of its relevance of brevity. Please
taken a jail warden and three othadvise. -- TO TEXT OR NOT
ers hostage for almost a week
TO TEXT IN BOULDER,
surrendered. After living atop an
COLO
ancient redwood in Humboldt
DEAR T.T.
Ncy!r
• Catudy, Calif., for two years. enviI agree with you. But if your
ronmental activist Julia "Butterhusband doesn't want to hear it
fly" Hill came down to earth.
ending her anti-logging protest.
from you. I guiu-antee he'll resist
French film director Robert Bresaccepting the message from me.
son died in Pans at age 98.
I was raised with the premise
Five years ago: The former
that when in conversation, peoIraqi general known as "Chemiple should give each other their
cal Ali." Ali Hassan al-Majid,
undivided attention and look each
went before a judge in the first
other in the eye. Taking "just a
investigative hearings of former
members of his regime. Fortner
sec" to dash off a text -- or
Chilean dictator Gen. Augusto
read one -- may be convenient.
Pinochet was hospitalized after
but it's impolite to the person
suffering a stroke.
you're with.

Empty sella syndrome
causes headaches

I FELT THAT uJAY
L(E5TERDAY 50 I
STAYED NOME FROM
SCHOOL
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levels
23 Prolonged
attack
24 Do alterations
25 Expert
26 Ozarks st.
20 Spike or Ang
30 — be an
honor'
31 Table support
32 Date regularly
37 Hands down
39 "Nightmarestreet
41 PC key
43 The L in LEM
44 Secret writing
45 Like — — of
bricks
4-7 Throng
48 Old-time oath
49 Composts
50 British FBI
51 Swimmer's
unit
52 Ait. on the
Seine
53 Tribute in
verse
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HIGH SCHOOL HOOPS:
LADY TIGERS 40, LADY MARSHALS 36 - MARSHALS 54, TIGERS 41 - EAG
LES 67, LAKERS 49

SIGNATURE
WIN

By
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35
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LADY TIGERS
VANQUISH
MARSHALL, END
FIVE-YEAR
DROUGHT AT
REED-0014DBI

:tti

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
DRAFFENV1LLE, Ky. —
Rechelle Turner did her
research leading up to her
team's long-anticipated district
opener at perrennial bully
Marshall County Thursday
night.
The last time one of her
Murray teams had beaten
Turner's alma mater was Dec.
10, 2004.
Over the past thre,e years,
Marshall County had outscored
the Lady Tigers by a combined
198 points.
Her players knew all these
statistics, and many had been
around to experience most of
the losses.
So it would have followed
that when the Lady Tigers
clung to a 40-36 victory at
Reed-Conder Gymnasium,their
first win at Marshall since
2003, a raucous celebration
would have ensued.
Instead, the aftermath of this
Murray group's first signature
win over a district opponent
was surprisingly subdued.
"We were in the locker room
and coach was begging for
excitement from us," said sophomore shooting guard Haley
• Armstrong, who suffered
. through a 1 -for-9 shooting
evening, but pulled down a crucial offensive rebound late.
"We're happy, but we don't
want to get too overwhehned
and think we're so good and
that we're always going to
- win,- freshman point guard
•See LADY
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Calloway County's Blake Maness goes up against
Graves
County defender Ryan Vogt in the first half
Thursday
night at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Maness finished
with six
points.

Graves gets it
done on the glass
EAGLES OUTREBOUND CCHS;
LIMIT LAKERS TO NINE FIELD GOALS

TIGERS 15

tfil DISTINCT
4111
--...._.1PiTPJIMNBS
School

Dist (Overall)
1-0 (4-0)
1-0 (3-1)
Community Christ. 0-1 (4-2)
Murray
Calloway County
Marshall County

0-1 (4-2)

Marsnall(
Newport(
Parry Co
Russell 54
Fussell
Western IWitliernsO

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger

8 Times
Murray guard Amanda Winchester drives beseline on Marshal
l County's Lena
Bohannon during the Lady Tigers' 40-36 win Thursday night In Draffenv
ille. Winchester
scored four points and pulled down a crucial offensive rebound
in the game's closing
seconds.

Marshall defense suffocates Tigers
EIGHT TTIREE-POINTERS BOOST
HOME SQUAD TO DISTRICT WIN

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Trrnes

:., Jordan Benton goes up for this shot during Thursday's
game in Draffenville, but getting the ball over the outstretched arm of Marshall County's Stephen Atkinson
I': was a tall order. Atkinson finished with a double-double
,
notching 16 points and 11 rebounds.

Ely TOMMY MORO
Sports Writer
DRAFFENVILLE K)
Murray has challenged opposIng
reams to beat them from behind
the three-point line this season.
and
Thursday
night
in
Draffenville, Marshall County
was up to the task.
The Marshals combined
eight three-pointers with a suffocating defensive effort to claim a
54-41 victory in the 4th District
opener for both squads at ReedConder Gymnasium.
Murray was held to eight
points in the first quarter and six
in the second as Marshall took a
28-14 lead into halftime.
"I was very impressed with
what they were doing on
defense," Murray coach Ron
Greene said. "We luiew their
inside defense was good. They
don't let you get to the basket,
but I was a little surprised they
pressed us outside the way they
did.
"Hopefully it was a learning
experience and we can get better
from it.-

4T11 OP4111110
41
1
11
)
1111
[Ill
School
Dtat. Overall)
Marshall County
1-0(5-0)
Calloway County
1-0 (2-2)
Murray
0-1 (32)
Community Christ. 0-1 (0-7)
The Marshals took away
some of the easy points thc
Tigers had been getting on
offense through their first four
games. eliminating backdoor
cuts and forcing Murray out of
the transition game and into
long halicourt possessions.
The homestanding squad also
obliterated the Tigers on the
boards, pulling down 34
rebounds (14 offensive) to
Murray's 18.
"We're not a very big ballclub," Greene said. "We've got
(Mark) Stubblefield in the middle and then we've got four
guards. We play hard and get
loose balls, but we get them all
below the nm. We don't go and
get any above the rim."
•See NHS, 15

By INICINAB. DANN
symptoms, but only logged
Sports Editor
about 10 minutes.
Longtime Los Angeles Laker
Justin Hill also notched doucoach Pat Riley always said that ble figures for the Lakers. chipno rebounds equal no rings.
ping in with I I, while Blake
The one-time Kentucky Maness had six points, Joe
standout has six championships Futrell had five and Michael
as a head coach, so it's no sur- Arnett had two. Austin Lilly
prise that Graves County head started, but was0-for-4 from the
man Terry Birdsong, a lifelong field.
UK fan himself, took to Riley's
Futrell got his first vartity
mantra.
start against Graves County And
Birdsong's Graves County if there was a more true example
ballclub, fresh off a 2009 First of baptism by fire, it was
Region Championship, looked defined by Futrell Thursday.
to be a favorite again in west
"We had some guys that
Kentucky come March, flexing played tonight arid this game
their muscles in an early season wasn't the best in terms of them
showdown between a ballteam getting their feet wet," Lane
Birdsong knows all too well.
said, whose team obviously
Birdsong spent the better part wasn't at 100 percent for the
of eight years roaming the side- second straight game, playing
lines at Jeffrey Gymnasium as what the third-year head coach
Calloway County's head coach, called, "the best team in -the
but on Thursday night, his team region."
held court under the glass, outre"We tried to come up with a
bounding the Lalcers 38 to 26 plan to take away some of 'the
and winning 67-49.
inside stuff," Lane said."We did
The win was Graves' fourth that at times, but then they shot
of the season. but was a rare one the three well. If they shoot ,the
and Birdsong lcnows it.
three well, they will win Me
"I told the guys that I spent region. They made sevral
eight years in this gym and with tonight and that set up evOrythe one exception of that first thing for them. We had to come
year when Calloway wasn't very out of our zone and it's hard to
good, I can't remember when an guard them man-to-man when
opposing team came in here and they have two or thre,e of ,the
won by (181," he said. "I know better players in the region."
they were shorthanded tonight.
Graves County was 644-14
but this is a quality win. You from 3-point range and went 23don't come in this gym and get a of-43 from the field. The Eagles
win like that. Calloway is too shot I5-of-20 from the
free
good."
throw line. while Calloway
The Eagles put three players received many of their points
in double figures, including a from the charity stripe. finishing
team-high 17 points from Rex 24-for-33.
Coleman. The senior forward
Calloway was 9-of-41 from
was 7-of- 10 from the field and the field and 2-of-14
from
had 13 points in the second half. behind the arc and Lane
conRyan Vogt added 16 for cluded that while the shots may
Graves County (4-2). while not have fallen, they were
better
Ross Williams added 14.
shoes.
Calloway was led by junior
"We were doing a good job
guard Brock Simmons, who of cutting and getting
open
poured in a game-high 25 shots. we just couldn't
make
points, receiving not only high them," he said. "We had
back
praise from his own head coach, door cut at least four
times and
but the opposition as well.
missed the layup. I was proud of
"Brock had a hot hand and the way we battled
and I was
we tried to ride him all night,"
See LAKERS, 15
CCHS head coach Bruce Lane Grayes Co
19 35 55 67
said."We just missed some easy Calloway Co
07 23 37 49
shots that could have went
Graves
Co.
(4-2)
— Coleman 17, Vo,r
down. We just couldn't realty 16,
Williams 14. Anderson 8, Mons
se,em to get anything going."
Haneline 4. Cooper 3 Starkey.
Ellegood.
Calloway. only had nine field Jones, Wilson, Beale Rowton, Ray
Puckett
goals on the night as junior
FG: 23-43 3-pt: 6.14 FT:
15-,;'
guard Shawn 'Thompson missed Rebounds
: 38 Fouls: 22
another game with an ankle Calleway Co. 15-0) -- Simmons
25 Hill
injury and senior center Josh ti Maness 6 Futrell 5 Amen 2. Ligy
Humphreys retumed to the line- Humphnea. Schweftman Pruitt
a-41
2-14 FT: ;4
up after being out with flu-like Rebounds: 263-pt:
Fouls: 18
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COLLEGE HOOPS

ItalsalisaD

Knight: college hoops lacks integtity

rrayiedger.com
Sponsored b ,
Stuart Akxander
Mu•rey Kent,.
441 eletatnel.
12701753-470 ,

ERS 49
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HOME • AUTO • LIFE
KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Thursday's Scores
By The Armeactated Press
BOYS BASKETBALL
BaM Co 85 Bracken Co 73
Beth Haven 67 For/ Knox 56
Breckinndge Co 53 Whitesville Torkty
32
Butka East 89, Lou Shawnee 52
Caldwell C,o 72. Dawson Springs 44
Centret Harden 64. Bardstown 40
East Carter 54. LOVAS Co 39
East Ridge 44. Pikeville 37
Eminence 49. Ky School for the Deal 43
Franklin Simpson 62, 13owling Green 57
Henderson C-o 66. Webster Co 46
JeellsOn City 81 Riverside Chretian 47
Johnson Central 82. Sheldon Clan, 60
Knott Co Central 70. Hazard 56
Lobel Co. 66. Han Co 39
Loe. Central 63, Lou Waggoner 50
Lou Fern Creek 70. Whiteheld Academy
35
Lou Moore 61. Lou VaNey 70
Lou Seneca 62 Warren Central 54
Marshall Co 54. Murray 41
Newport 61 Dayton 49
Perry Co Central 76 Leslie Co 40
Russell 55. Raceland 48
PueseN C,o 70 Clinton Co 58
Western Hills 82. Model 47
Willernsburg 60 Barbourville 57

Bowman Memorial Toumerwent
Hrinan
Fairdate King or Bluegrass
Tournament
Lou E.astern 55. Lex Tales Creek 4,,
Shelby Co 79 Lou Iroquois 75
CURLS BASKETBALL
Adam Co 57 Danville 46
Ballard Memorial 65 Reit:Nand 35
East lessamtne 46 Lou Moore 42
Fairview 46 Wont, Co 39
Hancock Co 54 Meade Co 31:1
Han Co 65 Greenwood 55
Jackson City 63, Rwensode Christian 31
Knott Co Central 72. Hazard 38
Lee CO 50 Bxk:Ithom 41
Liticher County Central 103, Cordia 35
Lou Fern Creek 55 Minefield Academy
35
Madison Central 98. Madison Southern
28
McCleary Central 55 SAoritceilo 50
Murray 40 Marshall Co 36
North Okitiarn 64 Lou Seneca 58
Owsley Co 55 Estill Co 35
Paducah Taghrtan 94. Community
Christen (Paducah) 58
Pulaski Co 74, Burgin 46
Russell 50 Raceland 43
St Mary 43, Lyon Co 42, OT
Bourbon County Classic
Menifee Co 49 Bourbon Co 48

portsBriefs
III The Murray State Thouroughbrods winter baseball camp
be held
y, Dec. 21 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Racer Arena and the North Gyrn of
C.:arr Health Buil:tong. nits one-day camp
include instruction on hethng,
fielding and throwing tar the Murray State coaching staff. There is no pre-nag• istralion. Please bring a form and check with you to the check-in between 8
and 9 a.m. There is time allotted for lunch, but no lunch wit be provided.
_N.-I...use S.50 Contact Dan Skidua at ROQ-Ad75
IANN / Ledger
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FORMER IU COACH
SAYS CAUPARI
SHOULDN'T I3E
COACHING

INE.)1ANAPt LIS AP.) - Bob
KruOit sad intepty laclung in eollege haskethall and cited Kentucky
coach John (*.Alvan .r. an example.
Dunne
turidraher for the
Baskethell Hall
Fame,
said he dix-sn't unit:mind
why C'altrun is sull coaching

,auauoti
-We sr warn into
where integrity is wally Licking and
that's wily I'm glad I'm ma arachmg." he said. "You see we've got a
otrach at Kentucky who put twx)
schools on Rotration and he's still
arac-hing. I really don't understind
that"

NI,L,........nusett, and
war both sanctioned hy

Memphis

the NCAA
for violauons commined dunnp
Cahpran's tenure.
Knight. who won a record 9112
garnms ccuch of Army.Indiana and
Tex. Tedi, did nix Hat« rate is Lake
questions hum reponers.

GOLF

Woods wins golf writers award for 10th time
PHELPS EXPRESSES
SYMPATHY FOR
WOODS & FAMILY
HOUSTON (AP) - Tiger
Woods has been voted tnale
player of the year by the Golf
Writers Association of America
by an overwhelming margin
over Steve Stricker, with most
ballots returns after he became
embroiled in a sex scandal.
It was the 10th time Woods
has won the award in his 13
years as a pro.
LPGA Tour rookie Jiyai Shin
was voted female player of the
year over Lorena Ochoa, while
L,oren Roberts won the senior
player award.
Woods, forced out for eight
months with major knee surgery,
returned to win six times on die
PGA Tour. He captured the
FectEx Cup, aiong with the PGA

lour money title and the Vardon
Trophy for the lowest scoring
average.
He received 168 votes 184

percent). white Stricker hdd 2.0
votes and PGA chiunpion Y.E.
Yang received 13 votes.
Michael Phelps says he feels

sorry for Tiger Woods and hi.
family because of the scrutiny
resulting from the golfer's
admitted infidelity.

•Lakers
From Page 14
more proud of thit game than I was the Heath
game because we didn't take terrible shots like we
did at Heath. We might have had two or three
questionable threes, but at Heath, we had like
eight. We were more patient at times."
Birdsong added that, while he's gone. his heart
and hi% head will always remain tied to Calloway.
"Calloway is going to be a hard team to beat
come toumament time if they can keep everyone

healthy," he said. "They have three guards on the
floor who can all shoot it and handle it.
"This place will always be a part of me and
when we're not playing Calloway, I'm rooting for
Calloway. I'm for Bruce and Ed (Chapman). I'm
for all those guys and I've always said, if we can't
win it. I hope they can win it."
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.• From Page 14
shooting club and if we contin- defending region champion
For Marshall County, it was ued to have some of those looks, Graves County on Saturday for
part two of a week in which eventually they were going to a 7 p.m. tip at the TimePiece
coach Gus Gillespie led his team fall.
Roundball Classic.
into its first region game
"It really went from about a
They also face Lake County
Tuesday against highly-touted two-possession game to a four (Tenn.) and Union City (Tenn.)
Carlisle County and its first dis- or five-possession game there at at the toumament.
the end of the first half."
, trict game Thursday night.
Murray
8 6 11 16-41
z' Marshall won both to
Jarvae
Langford
was MarshaN
Co 14 14 16 10-54
improve to 5-0 on the season.
Murray's chief scoring threat,
The Marshals missed some pouring in 19 points and grab- Murray (3-2)- Langford 19 Foster 10,
three-pointers early but still bing five rebounds. Marte Foster Benton 3, Stubblefield 3, Deese 2. Felds
2, Parker-Bell 2
managed to lead 14-8 after one scored 10 points and hit two FG:
12-35 3-pt: 3-11 FT: 14-26
- quarter and extended their lead three-pointers.
Rebounds: 18 Turnovers: 7 Fouls:
in the second, closing out the
Blake Clark and Steven 15
faarshell Co.(5-0)- Clark 16 Atkinson
half on a 8-0 run.
Atkinson led, MN:shall with 16 PIF16
Wilson 11. Edwards 4 York 3
"We had some in and out points apiece.
Wiseman 2 Nelson 2
'there early and our kids stayed
Things don't get any easier 2-pt.' 20-42 3-pt: 8-20 FT: 6-11
•.'consistent," Gillespie said. "We for Murray. which fell to 3-2 on Rebounds: 3-: Turnovers: 15 Fouls:
-;feel like we've got a pretty good the season. The Tigers travel to 20
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•Lady Tigers
From Page 14
Janssen Starks chimed in. "We
have to keep it in check because
..,ittis is just One game."
, . Turner could have handled a
little more emotion from her
which held off a late
Marshall County rally to
tmprove to 4-0 on the season,
, hut she's thrilled with the atti. tude.
"Part of me was wondering
, vvhy they weren't excited and
Another part of me said, you
know, these kids are growing
up," she said. "They realize we
, ,didn't play as well as we can
play. I think it's a sign of matu: .;
The win over the Lady
Marshals (4-2) combined with
Saturday's victory over a talent: ,ed and athletic Henry County
, team appear to have legitimized
the Lady Tigers as bonafide
, region title contenders.
Turner was most pleased
with the way her team won in a
game that didn't go thc direction she planned.
Instead of the up-and-down
:affair many were expecting,
';Marshall County and Murray
engaged in what was, for the
most part. a physical. halfcourt
game, a style that Turner didn't
believe would favor her squad.
The Lady Tigers were aver"' aging 73 points per game over
-• their first three contests. They
scored 40 on Thursday.
"If you had told me it would
be a game like this, I•d have
told you we wouldn't win," she
'said. "But my kids have a lot of
guts and they made the plays
when we had to."
The Lady Tigers held their
largest lead of the evening at
30-19 halfway through the third
quarter, but things got harrowing down the stretch.
Marshall went on a 9-2 run
late in the fourth to cut the lead
to one, then forced a turnover
that gave them the ball and the
chance to take the lead with 52
seconds left.
But Sian HoUse forced a
jump ball after a missed shot
and the possession arrow
favored the Lady Tigers.
Arnistrong hit two of four
three throws but Murray got
two crucial rebounds off her

second-shot misses, one from
Armstrong herself and another
from Amanda Winchester.
Sarah Crouch sank two free
throws to extend the lead to five
and close the door on Marshall
with four seconds remaining.
"We had to want this more
than they did." said Starks. who
was the only Lady Tiger to
score in double figures with 14
points. "We figured they
thought they were just going to
come out and beat us like they
had for the last five years, but
we wanted it more and that's
what counted."
In addition to her 14 points.
Starks provided four rebounds
and three aisists.
House was a differencemaker in the middle. blocking
several shots and altering a few
more while pulling doWn four
rebounds.
Shelby Crouch scored eight
points and grabbed seven
rebounds before fouling out
with just over a minute remaining.
Lena Bohannon led Marshall
County with 10 points and nine
rebounds
while
Margaret
Thomas scored nine points and
snatched seven steals.
The Lady Tigers came tantalizingly close to winning at
Marshall last season after
Starks hit a halfcourt shot to
send the game to overtime, but
the Lady Marshals prevailed.
This time, Turner was proud
of her bunch for closing the
game out under pressure.
"When push came to shove a
lot of times in the past. we've
kind of backed down," she said.
"But I thought tonight, we
stepped up and took their best
punches at the end of the
game."
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U.S. agency probes possible gender bias at colleges

By KATHY MATHESON
Ascrx-tated Pres .

PHILADELPHIA AP) — A
federal civil rights agency investigating possible gender discrimination in college admissions will subpoena data from
more than a dozen mid-Atlantic
universities, officials said
Thursday:.
The probe by the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights is
focusing on whether some colleges favor men by admitting

;hi; iii

at tligticr rates than
women, or by offering them
more generous aid packages.
('Iymmission membcrs voted
Wednesday to authonze subpoenas for 19 universities within a
100-mile radius of where the
commission
meets
in
Vv'ashington — the geographical
extent of their subpoena authority.
The schools represent a mixture of sizes and include public,
pnvate. religious, secular, his-

toncally black and moderately
selective to highly selective
institutions. There are six in
Maryland, five in Pennsyls'ania.
three in Washington, two each in
Virginia and Delaware. and one
in West Virginia.
Wotnen outnumber men nearly
60 percent to 40 percent in higher
education nationally Thr probe
grew out of anecdotal stories that
admissions officials are discnminating against women to promote
a more even gender mix, said

commission
spokeswoman
Lenore Ostrowsky.
Spokespeople for
several
schools on the list declined comment Thursday since they had not
received the subpoenas
Statistics nom a few colleges on
the list reveal varying percentages
of men and women on campus.
Gettysburg C'ollege in central
Pennsylvania. d highly selective
liberal an+ school. repons virtually an even gender split this year in
its student body: 1.345 men and

1,338 women, according to as
Web site
The college's ratio slightly
favored women in each of the previous four years, with about 1,400
women and 1,200 men. the statistics show.
Data from last year at
Georgetown University, a pnvate,
highly selective Catholic school
in W'ashington. show a split of 54
percent women and 46 men in its
population of about 7.100 undergraduate students. Howeser, its

graduate programs in business,
and medicine have more men.
The public University of
Delaware reports undergraduate
enrollnient of 58 percent women
and 42 percent men in each y:ear
from 2004-2008. according io its
Web site
Ostrowsky said if all schools:
cooperate and comply swiftly
with the subpoenas, the agency
could have a report in six months
But some schools may not be able
law

to produce the data qutckly

Natural gas
surges on
record supply
drop Thursday

1

By CHRIS KAHN
AP Energy Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -Natural gas prices jumped
Thursday after the government
reported that supplies fell by
the largest amount ever for this
time of year as frigid weather
chilled parts of the Midwest
and Northeast.
A wintry mix of rain and
snow kept heaters cranked on
high, consuming large stores of
natural gas in some of the country's largest markets like
Chicago.
Still. the amount of gas in
storage remains 14 percent
above the five-year average for
this time of year.
The Energy Information
Administration said the country's supply: of natural gas
dropped by 20-/ billion cubic
feet last week, the most ever for
this time of year, according to
analyst Stephen Schork.
"It was brutally cold,"
Schork said. "People have been
saying for so long that natural
gas is due for a rally. and
they've been wrong all year
long. But with a big draw. I
expect prices to move higher."
The natural gas contract for
January' delivery climbed 33.4
cents. about 6 percent, to
55.796 per 1,000 cubic feet on
the New York Mercantile
Exchange.
Natural gas prices had
slumped all year as the economy: struggled to pull itself from
recession. Supplies finally
started falling this month, but
only after underground storage
caverns were crammed to near
capacity.
Energy' prices tend to rise
when the weather cools, and
this year is no different. Natural
gas prices have doubled since
September, but they're only
slightly more expensive than a
year ago.

City of Radcliff passes
new smoking ban
RADCLIFF, Ky. (AP) —
The central Kentucky city of
Radcliff has joined a growing
number of other cities around
the state that have approved
smoking bans.
The News-Enterprise of
Elizabethtown reports the
Radcliff City Council voted 4-2
on Thursday to approve a ban in
most public places.
Councilman J.J. Duvall
voted no. saying the ordinance
was too restrictive.
More than a dozen other
cities in Kentucky have passed
smoking bans.

iPhone 3G 8GB

Chnton urges passage
of health care blii
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Former President Bill Clinton
says failure to pass a health
care bill now would be a
"colossal blunder" for the
Democratic Party and the
nation's economy.
In a statement, Clinton
rebuffed calls from Howard
Dean and other liberals to kill
the Senate bill. He said that
while the legislation doesn't
contain everything everyone
wants."America can't afford to
let the perfect be the enemy of
the good. Take it from someone
who knows, these chances
don't come around every day."
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